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The circle of humanity was formed,

Till every thrill of mortal pain and wrong
Centered in that all-comprehensive breast !

Forced on the field of arms
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| And bigs the buman race weep o'er thy pall!
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“BY GEORGE F. MOSHER,

Thie is Garibaldi’s native town.

In

dingy stone house overlooking the

a

Port,

he first saw the light seventy-five years
ago. Many of his former school-fellows

and playmates still live here, and
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here

are still living, in all, about five hundred
survivors of his various campaigns; for
whenever he raised his standard, whether

nm
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Which makes the world one family with
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How sweet that precious name,
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baldi’s mother and of his wife. The route

bands

Or drop in sacred graves!

r

48

a

secret

conspirator

or as

an open

| leader, his own countrymen did not fail
to rally around it.
1 have been interested in getting their
opinion of the man who has been such a
disturber of priests and kings in this part
of the world. Except by the priests and
kings he is regarded as the apostle of
liberty, and the mere mention of his

name is sure to awake enthusiasm.

They

relate, with pever-failing interest, his de-

that portion

where was the General's

through

boyhood

hoine,

tion was to honor

the General's

memory

in bestowing tokens of affection upon the
graves of those who had been dear to
him.
YA
The remains of Anita are deposited beneath a smal! chapel in the cemetery, t

spot marked by a marble slab in the wall

bearing the simple inscription in Italian,
** The Ashes of Anita.” Here a halt was
made, a representative of the Mayor
made a brief address calling attention to
the heroic character of the man in whose
honor they had assembled, and introdue-

ing a citizen

of the town who gavea

magnetic address on the
denial, love of liberty
duty as set forth in the
illustrious citizen,—the
measure, of his mother’s

beauty of selfand devotion to
career ot their
result, in great
training and of

Ho

Similar addresses were made in Italian,
both here and at the mother’s grave, and
wreaths of immortelles,-spitably inscribed, were placed above the remains of

each.

:

the true wife and mother.
While the procession was

festoons™ of crape

of his foriner soldiers

—

glowed

With

Italian-French,

of

.she spirit of brotherhood which characterized

his

beloved

said,

in

apparent

adequate form

Geperal.

*‘ Ah,”

desperation

of expression,

he

for

an

‘ he

was

like Jesus Christ in that respect.”

faithful

attendant

of

her

husband,

whether in march or battle, prison or
exile, until she finally sank exhausted in
the midst of a terrible campaign, and was
brought-eme to" Nice for burial,
Her endurance,

her

votion to her husband

bravery,

and

family,

tender service for the sick and

in field or

RELIGIOUS

INTELLIGENCE.

head of the list of theological schools in the
country.
Oberlin comes next with 19 per
cent., and no others exceed 10 per cent.

—Of infant baptism, the present Church
of England Bishop of Salisbury has said: *‘I
must candidly and broadly state my conviction
that there is not one passage nor one word

™

Scripture
the

which

directly proves

it—not

undeniable and logical power of

Which can be adduced to prove, ih any way
of fact, that in the Seripture age Infants were

baptized, or of the doctrine that they ought

to

be

baptized.

Nor,

such direct statement

I believe,

to

be

is there

found

in

any

any

writings of the fatliers of the church before the

latter end of the second century after Christ,”
~—A

significant

illustration

of

the

change

going forward in India is tbe fact that three

Dative Christian women, connected with
the
Serampore mission, have been out on a preachIng excursion, were everywhere well received,
nd were listened to both by men and
women,
~Twenty-nine students in variou
s Presbyterian theological seminaries of
the country

have asked to be sent out to forei
gn
fields,
~Twenty-seven missionaries

to

mission

China

and

Japan recently left San Francisco on ong
.
Fu
steamer,
—The Assembly of the Church of Scotland,

in yiew of the agitation for

disestablishment,

appointed a committee, of which
Principal Tulloch is chairman; fo take sach
steps in the interests of the church as they
deem best in re.

pect to new legislation, and to aid any moveTent
which may have for its object

fon of this cuuge and the interests the promoof the true
Protestant religion in Scotland.
The Assem-

bly also resolved

to Issue a pastoral letter to
The members of the church, instru
cting them in
ts princi

ples and reminding them of the
many |
Which, under

blessings
church of
conferred
Which all

Divine Providence, the
Scotlund, as by law established,
has
on that land, and the duty under
its members lie of being faithful
and

loyal to its, and of transmitting
it unimpaired

in
its lawful Diiviiees and means
of usefulness to
future generations,
ue
—One of the theological students.in/Gav
azzis
y

‘ucational institution at Rome is reported
to

18Ve suid: * I" am twenty years
10pe to live fifty years more. If
pect to preach the Gospel in St,
)

ECT IN ORIGINALE

and

de-

her

wounded,

the calmness

with which she finally met a ‘soldier's
death, having commended her children

—The Hartford Theological Seminary has
Sent out 24 per cent. of its graduates as
issionaries, standing in this respect at the

one word

hospital,

her

old: I ma
I do A jo. |
Peter's.”
.
|

water

of

life

freely.”

Suggestiye

Ah

Here

we

a

The

!

:

worst of sinners

moving,

EE
Lr
J

appeared

in

many

Aka

An exceplion must be made, naturally,

in the case of the clerical party. This party
everywhere in southern France and Italy
has regarded Garibaldi as the Devil's

agent , and doesn’t conceal its satisfaction

dared

in

to make

a demonstration

1871, when the Republic

at

Nice

was pro-

claimed, even going so far as to ransack
oneor two Republican newspaper offices
and to stone the palace of the Prefect. A
French war-ship appeared, a few hundred
sailors,armed with cutlasses and carbines

and stuck as full of pistols as a porcupine
is of quills, paraded the streets, the cleri-

tion of earlier days
DOSS,

intelligence, wealth ‘and

liberality;

and for

many sanitary and material advantages.

all sin.” We cannot find any exception
or condition where pardon is not offered
through Christ, and we never knew a case
failed.

Failure is based on non-acceptance—on

rejection—nothing else.

There is no sin

of such..turpitude that it cap not
doned.

be par-

the efficacy as far as it is accepted. There
magnitude,

or

multi-|

tude, or baseness will prevent

their

par-

don.

may

find

The vilest of the

vile

mérey through repentance and faith in
Christ. There is power to pardon, vested
in Christ by virtue of the atonement, and

applicable to the necessities of all men,
for whom

Christ died, and there is no sin

of 80 deep 2 dye that it cannot be reached.

“Phough yout sins be as scarlet they shall
be as white as snow; though they be red
like crimson they shall be as wool.”
Here we have sin represented by the most

strongly fixed colors—so indelible that
the paper manufacturer, it is said, does
not attemptto bleach them out of his material because he can not without ‘destroy-

this end, God

tinted paper;

sent

his

Son

into the world and through his sufferings
and death the obstacles on his part were
removed, and the honor of the

taitbd.

law

sus-

The law made death the penalty

for sin, and its exact justice demands

its

exeqution, ‘The soul that sinneth, it
meiit for sin—* bore our sins in his own

body on the tree,” ** obtained eternal redemption for us”"—redeeming ‘‘ us from
the curse of the law.” Now there is forgiveness with God. God ean be- just and
Justify the penitent sinner, and, hence he
says in good faith and sincerity:
** Let
the wicked forsake his way and the un-

righteous man his thoughts ; and let him

return unto

the Lord

and

he

will

have

mercy upon him, andto our God for he
will abundantly pardon.” - ¢If we confess

our sine, he is faithful and just to forgive
us our sins, and to cleanse us from all
unrighteousness.”

Can

there

be

any

mistake about this?
Again the obstacles on our part are reThese are
moved by the Holy Spirit.
principally

within

ourselves.

;

A youth in college grows because he is
stimulated to lay everything with which
he comes in contact under tribute to his

‘advancement, Only let him continue to

of solemn prejudice, and should now be receiv

ed into full cburch fellowship. ‘Its sober

success. O parchment-glorying youth,
the world cares little for you if you come

theaters and dancing parties. I could nage
gay girls and youths in these churches, whose

to it puffed with pride, and thinking the

parents highly congratulate themselves on the
success of the combination; so readily do the

battle of life already won; but it needs
you and will hail your coming, it you are
resolved upon a renewal of noble work
and are actuated by the idea that this
world is only a vast school house where

young people go into the church when it does
not make the slightest difference in their indulgences.
:
But if church life does not interfere with
world life, how is it about the converse?
does
the gay life interfere any with the religious

all men are in process

The offer is universal, and so is- life?
“A Tetter is not expected to be argumenta-

are no sins whose

dies into forgettulgh

do the same afterhe steps
‘off the Com| Christian parents encourage their children at mencement stage, and he will achieve:
an carly age to join the church, and to atte

:

accepted and

oS

are the factors of success and usefulness.

Yet

here, as everywhere, begins to prevail that pet
delusion of the age that gay and spectacular

“The blood of Christ cleanseth from

where the offer was

ul

ed as well as relaxed effort. Character,
trustworthiness and industrious regularity

for churches strong in pulpit talent, numbers,

:

"Who will them all receive.”

Outward

tive, therefore 1 have not sat down to argue
the question, but to report facts, as becometh a

news-monger.

The

principal

of the

public

something higher
Work.

of training for

beyond.—Christian

There is many a man

among

at

us who

high school, where the young people of the
boasts of a liberty free as air, and is yet
church and theater age are supposed to be
bound hand and foot in durance vile.
completing their education or preparing to
carryit still higher, has come to the conclu- | And the worst of it is ‘that the chains
sion _ that, however, religion may do, there is which bind him are forged by his own

no ‘thance for intellect, under the ** liberal”
regime. “In a cumulative discouragement
and desperation,he has issued a circular to
parents and loeal friends of education, warn-

ing them,in effect, that they

must

gold.

soot take

In the remarkable

poem of- Tom

Hood of the worship and power of the
golden key, we are reminded to what
lengthsof infatuation men will go in pursuit of money, and day by day some incident in the newspapers or within the cog-

their final choice between plays and parties on
the one hand, and the education of their children and a proud standard for their high
school on the other. Distinctly be asserts, that
unless these gayeties can be suppressed in term

time atleast,’ their school must rapidly eom-

nizance of our private circle

plete the descent it has already commenced
from a once honorable position. He finds it
impossible to combat the distraction and levity

proves

how

which the daughters of some of the church pil-

mournfully true is the moral of the satirist.
We are not insensible to wealth as
a means of doing good, as an opportunity

lars of the village, some of them church-mem-

of rare and

bers themsielv +/ are suffered
to spread
throughout ths
~2edl. ‘$He says that he is

blessing of God when in the disposal
those who humbly seek His grace to
it well. But we cannot close our eyes
the evil corroding influence of gold

notified pf every..qarty or theatrical expedition
to the #1 a week beforehand by the special
demoralizigion of the pupils who are looking

this is nothing more than every earnest

Sade

43

testify

17,

to, who
i

has

er

to struggle
f

enjoyment,

as

a

of
use
to
in

Next to the worship

of Drink/is theadoration of the Dollar.—
Chris. Commonwealth.

and flightiness-that follow it.

All

unharmful

these modern days.

forward to it, and that he is kept in mind of it
for weeks afl.rwards by the: mental languor

educator can

TE

lization, And KpLagEs OF R E1pat cantar of civ.
i
dg
[Foty tha disadvaritererits
80 much in- the mwivipry.—m ctapiations uf
wealthy cities, as in the general relaxation of
common sense ard control in families.
Rural
communities strive in these days to compensate to themselves the dissipations of city life
(under the perverted mame of * recreation”)
with a zeal that often succeeds to exaggera-

————

gp

A

.

The increasing use of tebaceo by chil-

|idren 1s Ono ore. -

tion

fat

aur sucial life, if any credit1s dae to medical and physiological authorities.
The
habit is. one which children can not indulge in without most seriously impairing
their constitutional vigor.
Ladies connected with the Woman's Christian Temtion. The community Iam telling of is a raral perance Union and with the North Bennet
several physione; and it is perhaps worse led astray than if Street Industrial Home,
it werg' Qlghted in the center of the metropolis.

For, snithe other hand, the sober, sensible
people ofilew York, of every condition, are
forcibly put on their guard by a perpetual

spectacle of dissipation and of its full-blown

results on the universal scale.
As a consequence, there can, perhaps, be found nowhere
more simply and strictly reared children than

in some of the wealthiest and most celebrated

families of the metropofis.
Dress, company,
spectacle, gayety and excitement, are considered purely pernicious to the growing stage of
life, and incompatible with its proper and indispensable business; which is sound eduecation, In fact, this is the idea of matured and

dy

'

£

hand, and instead of indignation at his
thraldom he views the glitter of his manacles with pride and joy. That fetfer is -

cians, and others, have united in a circular
address to the teachers of Boston, urging

them to put forth all their
authority in opposition to

influence
the

evil.

and
Pa-

rents, guardians and friends of the young.
can not too earnestly exert
avert it.— Watchmon.

themselves

ao

~

.

to

0-0-0

J

PRESS OPINIONS.

If our space

permitted,

we

would

be

circumstances have their influences, but
.glad to print Mr. Curtis's recent address
cal party retreated, and has only ex- they are impotent unless they aftect the
of which the Watchman speaks as follows :
to their “father’s gmre and to his fate or pressed itself in whispers since.
Our propensities, désires, cultivated high society, the world over. I was
inner ‘man.
Notable among the deliverances (at
There are several convents in Nice,
fortune, are subjects
passions and especially our wills, inter- struck with the simplicity of things in one of current college commencements) stands
of never-failing
usbe
may
priests
black-robe
many
and
d
our New York boarding-schools of the highest that of George William Cartis. Mr. Cureulogy.
pose almost insurmountable obstacles.
:
Mure than once these old survivors of ually seen on the streets; but yesterday, Indeed, without help we are lost. *‘The prestige, which. I' lately ‘had occasion to visit tis, as against what Wendell Phillips set
Garibaldi's battles have seen his wife during the wholeof the Garibaldi demon- carnal mind is enmity against God. It is —that of Mrs. Jonson and Miss Jones, Thirty- forth a year ago, vindicates-—trinmphantfirst Street near
ly, many will think—the American scholsurrounded by the foe and fighting her stration, amid all the thousands of citizens not’ subject to the law of God, neither lars particularl Fifth Avenue. Their circu ag from the charge of moral cowardice.
y request plain dressing; and
participat
ing
in
or
viewing
it,
not
a
sinway out as fiercelyas any historic amazon.
indeed can be.” This must be overcome, in point of fact, a country
Mr. Curtis shows by abundant citation
tastefully
gle priest wasto be seen, and it is more- but having no desire to do it we are, in clothed and mannered, however girl,
and proof that American scholars from
Such an example must have been powersimply, would
ful in its influence upon the soldiers that over alleged that a slight opposition ourselves, helpless. We will not mpke find herself quite in barmony with her sur- revolutionary times downward to our own
day stand in the foremost rank of men
wade to the procession by a mob as it] the requisite effort, and
composed her hushand'’s army.
here the Spirit roundings, among the daughters of our gran- having the full courage of their convicThe dignity and veserve of the Com- was entering the cemetery, was the same comes in to help us. He convicts us of dees, who here pursue, in quiet industry, with tions. He is at least no pessimist.
~
early hours and strict accounta
the semander seem to have been laid aside in party of 1871 again showing its hand.
sin, anid helping our infirmities, leads us Breet collegiate course of the greatbility,
female
colThe spirit of freedom, like John Brown's to Christ;
While such temperance victories as that
the General's daily lils among his townsand * makes intercession for 1 eges. For recreation, there are a thousand
soul,
is marching on in France. Garibal- us with groanings
men.
In their sorrowover his death, I
which can not be ut- sources of delightful culture, rather than in Iowa continue to multiply, such habits |
have heard them recounting the virtues di has been one of its chief promoters. tered.” By this means, indifference and scenes of sensuous social excitement that de- as now prevail in the White House will
it, and did so to hardness of heart are removed, and we bauch the intéllectual and moral nature and be ¢¢ talked about” and ought to be. We
of * Joseph and Anita ” with the same The people acknowledge
they dared are enabled to seek and obtain the par- enervate the body, all at once; or they go up clip the following from the Watch- Tower :
when
ago
years
themselves
kind of affectionate familiarity that chil
to Dickel’s regularly to learn to ride,
dren might use in speaking of departed not do it openly. To-day it is this spirit don we need; and we see others doing 1 Joy the exhilarating and all-invigorat and enThere seems to be no longer any quesing exerlittle
a
not
and
nscendency
the
in
is
that
,
parents.
the same thing.
Even such sinners as ercise of a‘ road lesson” on horseback, in the tion as to President Arthur's position in
regard to the temperance question—and
A delegation of citizens attended the of the ardor with which the people ‘joined Saul of Tarsus—¢ the chief of sinners,” beautiful Central Pari, hard by.
Vipl.
eqally so as to Sabbath observance.
due
was
yesterday
demonstrat
the
in
ion
funeral yesterday at Caprera, but the
and the thief upon the cross, are redeemed
is publicly stated that when he gave a
it
in
‘engage
could
they
that
fact
the
to
public sorrow at Niece expressed itself in
:
and saved.
dinner to some «f his New York iriends
"THE
GRADUATES,
of
manifestat
a
as
not
and
peaceably,
ion
a demonstration under the auspices of the
on Sunday evening, they sat down at 8
Nevertheless it appears that therq is
What of the students?. Are they soen P. M. and completed the entertainment at
municipal authorities, At 9 o'clock in revolt against existing government.
sucha thing as an unpardonable sifl—a
to sink from the lofty position of an under- a quarter before one on Monday morning ;
Nice, France, June 10.
sin
which in fact is never forgiven
the morning, a vast company gathered in
Gnd graduates, where they are the source
of so that each guest was furnished with a
A
RL
I
— OO "PAB
the Place Garibaldi. In the center of the
can not be from the nature of the cas
whisky cocktail” to begin with, and
many hopes, down to the dead level of
.| This is not on account of the inadequacy
with eight kinds of wine afterwards. A
Place there is a large fountain in the
THE UNPARDONABLE SIN.
ordinary alumni walking the tread-mill correspondent
says: ‘ Wine flows more
of Christ's blood, or anyinefficiency of the
midst of a basin fifty feet in diameter.
of routine and unprogressive existence?
BY THE REV. J. M. BAILEY, D.D.
in the White House than water,
atonement ; for whosoever repents and Whilst rejoicing in the goodly number of freely
This basin had been drained and a huge
and is the indispensable accompaniment
11.
tombola of flowers erected in it,occupying
accepts Christ through faith is pardoned diploma-bearing men who
are made wiser at every meal.” No wonder the President '
It seems to us very probable that the And sdved ; but it is on the account of the and better
the whole space of the basin and surand more useful by the in- dislikes to have the portrait of Mrs. Hayes
witness his drinking revels. His Sunday
mounted by a marble bust of Garibaldi, frue explanation of this sin is go. simple want of repentance
and faith. ‘There is fluences of their Alma Mater, we
must fishing excursions are in the same line.
A large portion of the Place had been and so.intimately involved in the nature no acceptance of the atonement by the
névertheless protest that these college- By such things he dishonors his high pocovered by an awning, and beneath this of the case that exegetes look above and sinner. There is a total rejection of the bred men do not,
sition and the memory of a pious father.
taken all in all, begin
were gathered the municipal authorities, beyond it and therefore fail to. discover Spirit—the only means by which he can to exert the mighty
power for truth and His own past record is probably not dishonoured by it.
Garibaldi’s surviving soldiers, prominent it. Please follow us in the farther dis- see his true condition, and the atoning purity and highest progress
that they
citizens, the Consular corps and the or- cussion of it. It is evidently a sin that blood of Christ be applied to his necessiought to put forth, or that the land has a
genized societies of the city.
places the. sinner beyond the reach of ties. This is the utter rejection of the right to expect from
A sermon may be made an idol, Bold’
them. Hundreds
The exercises at this point were brief, mercy—beyond the efficacy of the blood Spirit so often grieved—it is reproach,
that gave bright promise during their un- ing the admiration of the preacher anc J
but the enthusiasm when,at the close of of Christ, which we are told * cleanséth contempt, indignity, blasphemy against
hearer upon itself, or it may bé made an™
dergraduate career of future distinction eye-glass throngh which the searching
a brief address calling attention to the from all sin.”
:,
the Spirit.
Like a drowning man to and power never meet the expectations of gaze of God halt bo brought
t
to bear
sad occasion which had brought the
-1. Pardon is offered to all in the name whom a rope is thrown as his only means friends and teachers. Where is the secret upon the lives and comsciences of the
people together, an old Garibaldian, a of Christ and through the efficacy of his of rescue!
hearers.—A. J. Gordon.
If he persists in refusing of
\
scarred veteran of many campaigts and blood ; and no doubt it is offered in good neglecting to tuke hold of the rope and of this tremendous failure ?
rn
.
It liegrin just this: Lack of moral pura survivor of the famous ¢ Thousand,”
faith, without any mental reservations or thereby availing himself of the means with- pose and persevering industry.’ Without
There is something appalling, at times,
made his way up through the flowers and secret conditions, and thut repeatedly by in his reach, he commits the unpardona sufficiently lofty moral purpose to direct to the dullest fancy, in the inexorable nacrowned the i of his dead leader with each person of the triune God.
For ex- able sin against his life.
The word that
and ennoble their facnlties they allow ture of human speech.
a laurel wreath, the band playing mean-. .ample, the Father says, ‘‘ Come unto me
has
leaped
from
the
lips
has
gone, as the
au—
themselves to become absorbéd in ‘mere soul goes from the bouy ; it has
while Garibaldi’s favorite battle hymn,
taken on
all ye ends of the earth and be ye saved.”
The art of cookery ia the art of poison- money grasping, and all the debasing the awful rebe Hion of a departed spirit;
was unbounded.
Citizens clasped each What can be more universal-.and explicit ing mankind.— Fenelon. ..
tivialities of mere material occupations. to recall it is like recalling the dead.—Sel.
"ot
ay

wr

.

inspiring thoughts that accompany it;
lite dwindles to drudgery and the educa-

noted for high provision for public education;

may find

* + A gaviour pitiful and!

it

all the

A second causdot deterioration is to be
community within my special observation i§ found in habits of Jooseness and misdirect-

have

;

1

tos a

potato hill or the rimof a gold eagle,
loses its sense of immortality and

Experi-

whosoever” again as an utterance of amysements have been too long under the ban
the Spirit.

To secure

at his death. This feeling is the more
It would be difficult to say which is intense
as Republicanism becomes more
greater, their attachment to Garibaldi or |
firmly fixed in France, and as the .oppotheir romantic affection for Anita his wife. sition
of the people to clerical authority
She was the mother of his children and
becomes more outspoken.
This paity
the

Spectacles—A

" The apologist of innocent dissipations ‘may
make out a plausible argument in the abstract;

say,Come. And let him that is athirst come.
And whosoever will, let him take the

ing the fiber, so hé makes

rants and wine saloons ; bells were tolled,

us, in bis rhythmical

and

ence.

and yet the sin represented by them may
be pardoned and completely bleached out,
becoming like the pure,
immaculate
Snow.

| every place of business in the city was
closed, including even the cafés, restau
4 cone

Excitements

laden and I will give you rest—Ye shall

the bride say, Come. Let him that heareth

cipitous cliff, on the other the city, with
the . mountain . plateau of Aspremont, a
scene
of one of “his old battles, 2 dozen
miles away, and farther still the higher
“Alps streaked with vanishing snow.
The principal object of the demonstra-

his

-

When the soul confices its ambition

" NEW YORK, July L

perish;

find rest unto your souls.” *“The Spirit and

one side the sea beating against the pre-

apparent absence of any

phim.

Son, that whoso-

hould not

city

sun and shade to the summit, on

his his wife's fidelity. -

personal welfare when it was a question
of promoting individual freedom.
Even
as a boy-sailor, when he would come
heme from his voyages to Rome and
Naples, he would gather
a few trusty
comrades and express Lo them the burning indignation with which he had regarded « the condition of the ‘people in
those cities. It was soon after this that

of the

up the winding carriage-way that leads

votion to the poor.and oppressed,

simple manner of life, his burning love of
liberty, his abnegation of self,—even the

thought for

gave his only begotten
ever believeth in hi

NEW YORK LETTER.

“and excludes none. Christ died for but practical experience tends rather to justify
great company of several thousand peo-.
the
world—for all, andhe says, ‘ Come | the old-fashioned puritanical horror of all dissiple moved towards the cemetery on Castle
Hill, where rest the remains of Gari- untowe all ye that labor and are heavy pation whatever. A very choice suburban

to fight and bleed,

| Rousing young Italy from deep disgrace,
To seize God’s freedom
with impassioned

r————

TAY

C

God so loved the world, that he

| but have everlasting lite.” That ** whowhole space.
:
Soon a procession was formed, and the [4 gdever” means volumes of blessings to

Gentlest of beroes, whom a cruel fate

ad-

“For

A Ee

STEWART,

Rev. I. D.
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other’s hands, veteran soldiers actually
embraced and- wept like children, and
cries of * Vive Garibaldi”
filled the
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BY THE

her special

gifts we may men-

‘i-tjon.her faith, ' She belonged
;

D. D.

At least
| of a peculiar creed.
16, a remark- || to me, though my information
able woman passed away from earth to | fective.
It was the church to
heaven. ‘Others will speak of her varied menibership was transferred
morning, April

Sabbath

hearts:

our

all

a large place in

had

excellences, for she

to mind

call

I would

after

tice.”

psychological point of view.

She came to us (in India) in the early
part of , 1851—a tall, slender person,

they have fallen.
All these reverses
weighed terribly on our poor sister's soul,
and brought her very low.
Still she

I think.

The circumstances of her death had a
peculiar fitness to her life. It would have
been an insupportable grief to her to have

Not the Old Testament,
as such;

not the ideas of popular theology; not
popular religions thought, but Christ, his

plain

long

a very

bent, with

so it seems
may be dewhich her
some time

baptism,—¥redonia,

life

and

his

teachings,—nothing

more,

face, a face however, that illumed by the { nothing less. Her whole subsequent. life
showed that this was no idle form. of
- the expression, * beautiful woman.” She words with her. It had a practical signifwas then thirty-one years old. The story icance that took hold of ‘her great soul in
of her life as told. by herself was briefly its totality, and was ever uppermost: in
Her father was a plain. New Eng- all life's duties. Duty was ever forethis:

soul {hat worked within:often drew forth

most.

Jand farmer who, about the time of her
birth, left his home in.Brunswick, Me.,

see them, and would make them as comfortable as possible, but her work must
be not be interrupted. The Collector of

and with his-young family removed to
Western New York to cut for himself a
farm out of the virgin forests of what was
‘then the “far West.”
Here her early life was spent. Her
mother dying early, the care of the family devolved largely upon her. Though
the means of education must have been

scanty indeed, compared

the District, the ruler ‘of half a million
people, once called to spend the heat of

the day.

alternating

said,

home

work,

Ngxember

hundreds of vicEighty of these

following,

Mrs.

ended.

'There

she

has

held

2
Sam

i

tion

afier generation
:

aber Ss ap

A

of Sirs

1

n

Ton urcu

own

did she perform her task.

to do her work, but

classes

just

the

to do

She taught her
same, and

during

school heurs was ever at her post if able

to be off her bed.

Tt was thought by

some, especially in later years, that she
should have an assistant to make her duties lighter and share her responsibilities, but she would
for a moment »
to the

never.

listen to this

i

A>

to

iato

the house

dors,

passed on to her final" rest. It was well,
too, that she died in a heathen land where
dying is cheap. .In some Christian ladds
all her

worldly

goods

been sufficient to

penses.” Here

would

meet ‘her

not

funeral

they were

her charge,

It is no doubt as she would have wished
it. She. rests. with many of her dear
children over ‘whose life and death she
had watched, and where others, one by
one, will'be gathered to rest by her side.
In the resurrection morn what a joyful

quiet

>

she had in
adapted to her means, ai.
simplicity of her life that she always
seemed to have enough.

her

Her mind was of a scientific cast.

se observer and,
Aa it wo sme

¢

shire, Oct.

12,

1804,

I commenced

Un-

ia
raluahla
derived won-

and

my

earthly pilgrimage. Here I am to-day,
on the last summit of life making observations upon the past and the future.
Away over the river, I seem to see the
rich vineyards and oliveyards with their
frait in the heavenly Canaan.
Now I look
away back to early childhood, and call to

mind

religious instructions,

convictions

of sin, conversion, baptism: at the age of
fourteen, and consecration to the Christian ministry at the age of twenty

Did

motive of

I expect to

at rich by preaching? Did I expect to
el my compeers in eloquence, and
ow Chalmers and Whitefield into the
<vade? Did I expect to make my congre~ations heave

and throe, and break down

with floods of weeping under the power
of my burning language? Did I expeet to
become a Rabbi and a ruling spirit io

my own denomination ? No, no.
devil with all his

of God.

my

Heaven's

commissioned

to

ear.

tidings to all pecple,

hold

feeble

good

up Christ as

the only Saviour of lost
own

ambassa-

proclaim
en.

Now

ministrationsat

and his blessed cause!

home sometime, but never with much-interest,and I doubt whether she could ever

mountains, through - valleys, streams

strikes

the

my
altar,

stand out in review before my eyes. Ob,
I could have done more for Christ
ex- that

nothing.

band will come up from that now
resting place of the dead!

now

have

couple of packing boxes with ‘a
head
knocked out of each and nailéd to the
sides, made an excellent coflin, and the
loved and loving ones for whom she had
spent her life bore her tenderly to her
quiet grave.
She had talked of going

have torn herself away from

sound

month’s rest, she ‘was able to return to
her work well, as she called herself.
In hoth attacks she probably lest one-

half of the left lung, but this gave her no

she experienced severe and peculiar trials, which, to her sensitive nature, were
at times almost crushing. She seemed
to have imbibed an idea which has been
long cherished by a majority of our mission circle, that a faithful course of Chris-

material
inconvenience.
Latterly ~ she tian training ought to be a safeguard
had suffered from repeated attacks of fe-- against temptation, without resorting to
ver. A month and a half ago she was re- those: protective measures which Hindoo
ported very ill.

Uncalled,

I went

to see

her, taking™Miss Hooper along to act as
nurse. We found her much improved
under the judicious care of Miss Dr. Phillips, 80 we only remained for three days,
as she seemed distressed that so many
should leave their work to look after her.

She rallied again and kept on with her
work,

wrote her ahnual report, and prob-

ably never dreamed ghat her end was
near. Friends were near and. ready to
go to her aid .at any moment, but when
she Whsented' to have them called she
was verging on insensibilityagnd when
‘they reached her bedside tipy were
scarcely

recognized.

She

bre§thed

for two days but probably was

scious of suffering.

The down gral

on

¥Yot con-

so eawy that she scarcely perceived

was

it,

and ere she was aware that she was near

x I

the

dark

valley,

hegvenward side.

she

was

safe on ‘the
a

indispensable.

society has found

The

experiment, has been tried in repeated instances, tried with patient, pious toil
through many, long years, with the same

for error,

deception

and

ad

Iissions.
Conducted
by

the Rev. G. C. Waterman.

GREAT GAINS.
In respect to the great work committed
by our

the work.

Saviour, namely,

of the whole world, it is
have many advantages
in faith and hope, begun

the

de-

struction of the world, The agents of the
one, arp holy, godly men and women,
those of the other, are subtle deceivers

and enemies of God and man,
These
legions of war are marching on to the
deadly conflict, but victory will perch
upon Zion's banner, and Emanuel will be
crowned king und Lord of all. I seem to
stand with John on the mountain and see
the glory and splendor of the church.
¢¢ And he carried me away in the spirit to

and making

hourly communication

l

’

————

the

cross,

to

be

Ic is done.

The

scene is closed, and

the

remainsof the departed one. are soon to
be committed to the tomb. Death is the
king of terrors, and a terror to kings.
My thoughts are now turned away from
earth, to the solemn scenes of the final

judgmentof the quick and dead. Hark!
The shrill blast of Gabriel's trump rends
the vaulted skies! See the shining millions coming down to earth from the
upper world. In the midst of the angelic
hosts is the Son of God, decked with
crowns of glory and bearing the emblems
of justice and royalty in his hand. Aunother trumpet blast, and the graves and seas
are opening and yielding upk their dead!
The

living are

changed

in

a moment,

in the twinkling of an eye, and all assemble at the judgment seat to take trial for
eternity.
Character is now weighed in
the just balance, from which there is no
appeal to a higher court. With all my
unworthiness,

I find myself

transported

from this, my last standpoinif;4o a place

among the glorified at Christs right hand.
Here J'am in the midst of the redeemed
millioas, who have come up through

great

tribulation, having washed

their

robes and made them white in the blovd
of the Lamb.
Here I see the ancient
patriarchs and prophets of God pointing
to the Lamb, of whom they spake in olden
time, on the mountains of Israel.”

Apos-

tles, reformers, martyrs and holy divines,
congratulate each other: on the great victory which they. have achieved
through
the blood of the Lamb

and

the

word

The increased oppor-

O death, where

is

thy

sting!

AEEEE————————

lieg

behind
- us, rather

my

identity and

another being? No.
scious being, as

become

The work: of Bible-ttansla-

tion has been done for hundreds dof nations w which it was a sealed book a

of the en.

than

the issye of

not a creditable outlay for the Christians
of this country upon the outlying nations,

hundred thousand. dol.
college, the occasions]
million dollars wisely
seems to blind the eyef
real state of the casq

These gifts cost no self-denial.

convenience

nobody.

They ir-

They are give,

wisely and generously indee

d, but’ by/no|
century ago, and missionaries entering mean
s at a sacrifice; only out of the
those fields find tools already prepared
overplus of wealth. ~
«
for their hands, and a constituency for
~ Does beneficence keep pace with 1uxuwhich they can quickly get to wark.
ry in the church, in these years now be- |
The immense immigration to our own’
ing numbered? No, by no manner of |
country has brought to our verv doors a means.
And
in that
negative is an
considerable amount of mate
which we can work
camstances

most

in the mi
highly

Christianizing it.

We

fav

have

tt

sentatives of many nations awa
surroundings which have made

kept - them what
obliged
opening
fluence,
ence of

they are.

to learn and use our
their minds and hearts
and exposing them to ©
our institutions. It is °

great bulk of

them come from

(«1

nally Christian nations of Eur
many of them are not less in ne
influence of the fresh, vitalizing
Christianity than the natives o
lands themselves. Some who ¢
are heathen, worshipers of ido
by fetters of superstitution and
tems of religion. For them wv
earnestly and persistently work
may be converted and, to som
become messengers of salvation *
kindred in the lands from w!

come.

It isa great gain to the

O

for it. This point has been illu
what has already taken place ai.
Chinese and Japanese. Severa
‘who have come here to be edues

entirely

Much

to it, instead of having to go a

learned to love and serve Jes

and have gone back te becom:
of
Christianity to their people
I have:

Iam the same con-

when

on earth.

be found in the State of Indiana, Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri and Towa.
We
nnderstand that they number eleven associations, and about 7,000 members. They

assist in isolated associations and have no
general gatherings,
but are an earnest, zealous
people. Then there are in Missouri
and Arkansas several associations of Freewill Buptists not connected with any
general body.
And, finally, in New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia the Free Baptists number
about 14,000.
This gives us at least one

and like leaven<will exert an
which will be found noteworthy ing the factors that are to accon:;
world's conversion to Christiani
Great gains have been made
to the facilities for Christian w
us not ignore them, but like w
ers seek to possess ourselves

}

and use them to the honor and
God.
Self-Indulgence
BY

THE

REV,

H.

and
C.

the

Ch

HAYDX,

D

This is a self-indulgent, a

age.

Self-denial

is not popu.

heroic is seldom the chosen ty;
There have been times when
feral
was popular, at least cheerfull:
i
eT
by large bodies of people.. Th
their case a reason grand enough not on- | in“West Africa to the divine overrulings
ly to justify but to inspire it. Inemer- of slavery and warfare, The first settlegencies, men are often heroic now, but ment of Sierra Leone was made to acthe heroic is the costly, the self-forgetful, commodate the slaves of our early colothe self-sacrificing type of life; and sel- nies, who had fled to the camps of the
dom are men found looking about for an British army during the American Revo-opportudity to display these qualities. lution ; and for many years afterward that
We gladly concede the exceptions. Wé settlement served as a haven for the
-have faith in the latent firs'in the breasts wretched people, of more than fifty differof men which may be fanded into a flame ent tribes and tongues, whom British
on occasions. We do ample justice to cruisers had rescued from African slave-

the glorious benefactioys which are building hospitals, templed of art, schools of
learning. For all tat, this is a luxurious age, of rapidly accumulating wealth,
spent, ten millions on self to one on
works of disinterested beneficence, or he-

roic endeavor to lift up degraded humanity.
* Our most conspicuous millionaires are
ostentatiously building extravagant palaces for themselves to live in, and laying
out vast sums upon country seats and

.

:

ships.

The grace of God

proved sufli-

cient to transform even this motley population;

and

Sierra

Leone,

with

its

churches and training-schools, became
the source of missionaries and missionary
influence for the whole coast.
Until

within a very few years, the mis-

sionary work of Africa has been mostly
confined to South Africa and the coast;

but since the great movements started by
Livingstone and Krapf, the country is being penetrated on all sides,—from Zavzibar and up the Zambesi; from Mozam-

their appurtenances. Wealthy churches
build extravagantly and pay large sala- bique and South Africa; from Bengueld;
ries. The example is contagious, and up the Congo, the “Ogovie, the Gabon,
imitators on a lesser or larger scale are the Gambia, and the Senegal, and by
légion. Luxurious habits and ways of way of the White Nile. In the heart of
living take on a thousand self-indulgent the continent Mohammedanism is
forms. They enervate those who come work, but the land is environed by the
Junder their power and accept their sway. outposts of the gospel.—S. S. Times.

CONVERSION OF THE WoRrLD.—If the
world is ever to be converted, it is by
God working through human instrumen-

talities.

Christ bade his disciples go 80d

preach the gospel to all nations, and he
meant it. He did not intend that they

| should

great

carry their selfishness into this
work, and confine their efforts

within the cramped and narrow limits of
their own locality; but he spread the
map of the world before them, sud

showed them the field of their labor, and
them

commanded

to enter into it.

A

we obeying this command of our Lord

and*Master?— Bishop Simpson.
The work that is to tell in heaven must
be that, which is done on purposé for hea¥”

en. The work that is done for earth oe’
down with us to our graves.——Ludlow.

*
Ll]
fr

|
j

dyn outlay of concentrated energy |
froth
Christian lands. Twenty-five or

to, the study

of

rave, where is thy victory ! Havel now

ost

advantage.

incentives

this land to have even a small :
its work for the heathen world

their testimony.
The song of victory
over imprisonments, dungeons, chopping
blocks, burning stakes, death bed agonies,
and the grave,
resounds through all. the
regions of glory and heaven.
They exclaim,

tunities for, and

ESPEN

the church.

be-' thirty cents a member,
at an average, is

tween the¢‘ ends of the earth” possible,
is a great gain to the Christian church in

Oh, that I could doing that work.

souls to

now arrests my attention. I listen, and
the half suppressed groans and wailings of
the death-room break the solemn silence.

:

{AL
\

wealthof

largement abroad is the result of the py,
mentum acquired in the half century thy

The unlooked for facilities of thirty missionaries out of
half a million
transportation between distant parts’ of’ church memb
ers, annually, is not an indi.
the earth's surface, practically reducing eation of great
earnestness in prosecuting
distances to one-sixth of ‘what they were, the wars of the
Lord. Twenty-five of

hnndred and twenty thousand open com- They do this with great certainty. The’
munion Baptists in America, all holdin
elder and richer this country becomes the
essentially
to the same cardinal princi- stronger will- b§ the current setting in
alone
result—failure, Christian training
les of faith, usages and practices. There
does not invariably preserve young men a great and high mountain, and showed i8 nothing that hinders them from co-oper- this direction—thie fewer the occasions for
me
that
great
city,
the
holy
Jerusalem,
self-sacrifice thrust upon the attention
girls from prostitution.
ating together in, one general body, on]
from vice nor:
descending
out
of
heaven
from
God.”
us
and
the acceptance of men, and the tena
few
petty
jealousies
and
unburied
prejinto
burned
been
This conclusion has
“le
dency is from bad to worse. Christianity
by sad experiences: Our sister lost some The light and glory of the holy city, 'illu- udices.
. Divided as they are, wonders have been furnishes
safeguard
the one
grand
of her choicest girls, on whom she had minate the whole summit where I stand, already accomplished-in inculcating
genand
I
see
the
angels
ascending
and
dex
she
that
Not
care.
ttmost
her
bestowed
eral atonement principles in the whole against this evil, by putting before its adscending upon the ladder, whose top Baptist family in America. But there ‘is herents the constant and abiding opportuwas more unfortunate than others who
I still another great principle, of course nity for self-sacrifice, and never so exwere testing the same experiment. Iler reaches clear up to the pearly gates,
less important to contend for,and for which tended outlay of resources,in realizing
hear
the
sweet
music!
Oh,
the
lofty
and
greater,
not
was
loss
proportionate
may have been less than that of others, but straing, the high hallelujahs, that vibrate we can expect but little from Baptists out its distinctive ends and aims in the world.
of these 120,000 Liberal Baptists, and
she was alone, and had to béar Her bur- through all the universe of God!
that is open communion.
The Baptist But. what if the Church, instead of seizden alone. Two years ago she said to
Have I any friends that are singing in Union, that able exponent of, Bible truth ing on this her distinctive mission and
me, ‘I am about ready to have the girls’ that choir? Oh, yes, many. who have and strong advocate of operi communion, ‘aking friends of the mammon of unpremises enclosed by a wall”, but it was borne burdens and toiled.on earth, and which was suppressed by jealousy, has righteousness, pillows her head in the
not done, Again, a number of her best now have finished their course, and have planteda seed that is gradually germina luxurious lap of the world, and shorn of
ing, and will finally develop its full
girls were sent to teach jn neighboring harps of God in their hands,
Where: strength in Awerica.—Eld. D. B. Mont- the locks of her strength, but sluggishly
and distant villages. They were con: nowsis my poor old body, that has served | gomery in the Open Door.
prosecutes the work which is designed to
1

make universal the sway of the scepte
r of ]
Christ the Lord ?
Is there mo danger of this? It is ag
clear as the. day that this work by no
| means keeps pace with the numbers ang

The | the ‘same soul, with all its posers and ‘who came simply to work orto
y 1 fee tino -enfribs-fse
giofio us Bouy" "1 Fiches Which no man can takef
am identically myself, and not another. I

for truth and the salvation of souls; ‘the
other,

2.

_ The occasional
lar gift to some
washed in his cleansing blood I Alas, I “of "languages, making it possible to ac- distribution of a
quire readiness in the use of a new lan- ‘and benef
am an unprofitable servant...
icently,
| From“ my standpoint, a mournful sigh guage in less time than formerly is an of many to the
have led more

posed largely of members of her sche!
or from her flower garden. thoughts into my brain. I felt that the shall forever be myself redeemed by the
and though others have had the name di | Witeu we uuties of the school were over, solemn injunction was laid upon me, and |'\1 04 of Christ. Am I ignorant of others
pastor, making. occasional visits, adminthen with some of her girls about her,. woe was me if I preached not the gospel. around me? No. 1 know them, and we
istering the ordinances, etc., she has been she devoted the spare moments to the Can I congratulate-myse!f upon the great talk about those things once clothed in
manifest.
: . | culture of her choice plants by which her amount of good that I have done in the mystery, but now’'made
the real pastor. .
DANIEL JACKSON.
1 have often been
Her powers of endurance were remark- house was surrounded. Her eo: i: an- world? Oh, no.
Varysburg, June 12, 1882.
ashamed of myself, but I glory in the
at
+04
able. She could bear exposure to the dah, on which her private
anid,
sun better than any one in the mission,
was embowered by a +:
g
bop
- cross of Christ. Had Ia thousand lives
THE WHEREABOUTS OF LIBERAL
re to live they should all be consecrated to
:
and no one thonght of undertaking such lice covering full f
BAPTISTS.
Shi
long walks as she did in looking after feet. In blossom n
Ly its his seryice. If a soul has been saved, it |- The Free Baptist have churches and
her distant s¢hools, miles away over the gorgeous
magenta-co ioe
acts, the will be-an eternal star in the crown of yearly meetings in the States of New
Vermont,
Rhode
rice fields.
Her health has been remarkglory of ‘the - place witout, tinged and my rejoicing. When I see young men Hampshire, Maine,
ably good, considering. her arduous toil mellowed the fierce sun’s rays and helped aspiring to the ministry, I seem to under- Island, Massachusetts, New York, TenOhio, Kentucky, West Virginia,
to make her room a little paradise. The stand their thoughts, hopes and fears, and nessee,
and frequent exposure.
North Carolina, Indiana, Illinois, Michithe
whole
sum
of
joys
and’
sorrows*
that
Twelve years ago she seemed to be near south verandah, eighty feet long, was lined
n, Minnesota, Towa, Kansas Nebraska,
lie before them.
isconsin, Virginia, Missouri, Louisiana
her end. Her family was consumptive, with -pots-of .rare and flowering plants,
From
my present standpoint I look and Canada.
These people occupy porand she bad a strong consumptive tenden- while a plot of several rods in extent adagain,
and
behold the various denomina- tins of twenty-three States, with a memcy. At sixteen she was thought to be joining the north verandah received the
They have learned
all marshaled for the bership of 78/320.
¢« in a decline”, and lost a portion of one hardier varieties that could bear planting tions of Christians,
men among them, and several excellent
great
battle
with
the
powers
of
darkness.
lung.
At fifty, the disease returned. out. Here her soul fed on Nature, and
schools, such as Bates College at Lewiston,
She had a slight fever and a terrible that soul food gave strength to her weary They are led on tothe conflict by different Maine, Hillsdale College, at Hillsdale,
Ridgeville College, Ridgville,
cough. I was sent for, as her nurses frame day by day. She was not a mere leaders, but one great object is kept in Michigan,
Indiana, Storer College at Harper's Ferry,
could not control her. In spite of all smsthetic, admiring the fragrance and view, and that is to conquer the world, West Virginia, with the New Hampton
‘they could do or say, she would be up at beauty of her little floral world, for the renovate it, bring it back into holy alle- Institute, Nichols’ Latin School, Maine
‘giance to God.
In ages past, the differ- Central Institute, Green Mountain Sem"
night, walking about with
bare feet, rough and thorny cactus stood side by
They sup-,
looking after her girls, the smaller ones side with the rose, but she delighted to ent divisions of this army have fought to inary and Pike's Seminary.
port a foreigh mission besides doing much
all sleeping in a room near hers. If an look into the internal arrangement, study great disadvantage, and in many respects home work.
The Morning Star pubBut
unusual cough was'heard, a cryor agroan, day by «day Nature's changing moods, have conflicted with each other.
lished at’ Dover,” New Hampshire, is
she was on Ler feet at once. So she was their course and end, and here hold com- when the word of the great commanderis a credit to the denomination.
Then comes the General Baptists. They
taken away to Midnapore. Inever saw a munion with God in his works. Her heard ringing through all the battle ranks
are found in Indiana, Kentucky, Illinois,
more illustrative case of what is some- Christian work partook of this cast of her of Zion, and they gird themselves with Tennessee, Missouri, and Arkansas, and
times called ‘ galloping consumption.” | mind. It was plain, simple and persist- the armor of righteousness and give bat- number about
13,000
communicants.
The cough was deep, harrowing and in- ent. Her communications with friends tle to Satan’s hosts, the world trembles They have never accomplished a great
There will be an ~deal in regular organized work, either in
cessant. The expectoration was fearful. and her letters home are all marked by and yields to God.
awful
shaking
among
the
mighty powers education or missions.. Yet, through the
rhetorical
no
I tried to call it mucus, but that would
the same cast. There is
self-sacrificing labors of their ministers,
net/do; the tests gave pus. Unmistaka- flourish, in word painting, no vision of the earth, but Christ will reign su- much has been accomplished in churca
preme
and
his
saints
will
be
victorious?
bly lung substance was being thrown off through a false medium, but all is
extension, and we are glad to say that
Looking in a different direction, ‘I see indications are more favorable for better
from the same lung that had suffered be- marked by the strictest truthfulness and
another army, led on by the prince ‘of organized work among them in the near
fore.- She was kept in bed as much as common sense.
darkness. The contrast is great between future.
possible, kept quiet with morphia, and in
During the last few years of her life,
Ther there are the separate Baptists to
these mighty hosts. The one is battling
a fortnight was able to start on a visit to
‘friends
in (Calcuita, whence
after a

.

The chimes of a thousand Sabbath bells. ‘to the Church
come wafted upon the breeze from every the evangelizing
part of Christendom.
Millions of devout certain that we
worshipers
are” threading their way to over those who,

then

she. quietly

my ministry thus far?

Her'cio

. Another

lapsed

work was done

1882,

35,

me so fifthfally for so many years? Will
the dark grave swallow up my entire
being, and all that is within me be reduced to an eternal nothing? Oh," horrible! My soul has nobler powers than the
dull body which soon the casket will hold.

unconsciousness, rested a little, and

What has been the crowning

lasir

Her sa!
made to
was also L

8s ‘time

been

from
the world’s
And so when her

deserts, through storms and’ calms and
intermittent sunshine.
Among the granite hills of New Hamp-

well

post for twenty years, educating ‘genera- | der other circumstances she might have
PE

friends called away
work to help her die.

to the end.

girls, and

what she could not do.

secretary

toiled on faithful and hopefal

THE OUTLOOK.
;
This last standpoint from which I cast
a look over my life’s history has been
reached by a long toilsome journey, over

assistants, not

of the Society, I asked her if she would
like to take Jellasore as her station and
occupy it alone, to which she rephed,
So that was settled.
On re. 4% Yes,"
turning to India shortly after, I found
the plan was not looked upon with favor.
* It was thought-by no means a proper
thing” for a woman to occupy a station |
alone, thirty miles from any other Buro- |
pean, but it was her choice, and there the |

stronger than

sue an uninterrupted course of Christian,
work through a long life. Such was the
privilege of our sister. Thirty years of
unremitting toil by day and night were
allowed her for the training of our Indian

duties could not be delegated to another.
When her school became large, and: her
classes numerous, she employed native

was obliged by failing health to leave the
girls’ orphanage and gn home, she was
_ quite prepared to take charge of that important department, and for thirty years
following she has been recognized as the
educator of our mission girls. For ten
years she remained at Balasore and then
removed to Jellasore.
Twenty years

matter

to me I am not wanted

I had better go.” ‘Oh,
‘I wish you to be entirely

It was a prominent idea with her that her

Bacheler

ago, while I was at home, and

welcome
but

It is a precious boon to be able to pur-

rescued victims had been sent to our
school at Balasore for education. The
sexes were about equal; so we had a
boys’ and a. girls’ orphanage.
Miss
Crawford arrived in February, and when,
in

him

at home, but I cannot leave my work.”
Her religious nature was in full accord
with her faith, her emotions seldom if ever rising above or falling below the medium line. It was a deep moving stream
that knew nothing of tidal ebb and flow.

teaching and study, at and near home,
and afterwards at Whitestown, her early
youth passed away.
.
Shortly before she came to India, Government had been making strenuous efforts to-suppress human sacrifice among
the Kandhs, and some
tims had been rescued.

made

‘It seems

here; I think
no”, said she;

with the pres-

between

She

kept on with her work. - After a while he

ent day, she had not been long in her
teens before she became a teacher, and
then,

If friends called, she was glad to

fell where

and some

of them fell,

Its creed was this: ‘* We accept the New
Testament as our rule of faith and prac-

_some-striking traits of character froma

somewhat

her

stantly exposed to temptation,

to a church
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THE

ad
a

gion'of orange or

And they were in the way, going up to +
going before
Jerusalem; and Jesus was

them: and they were amazed ; and they that

And he took again
followed were afraid.
the
the twelve, “and began to tell them
things thut were to happen unto him, say-

and

to Jerusalem;

the Son of man shall.be delivered unto the
.chigf priests and the seribes; and they shall
eonderan him to death, and shall deliver
34 him unto the Gentiles: and they shall mock

and

him,

and shall

him,

vpon

shall spit

thiree days he sball rise again.

35.

after

and

him;

scourge him, and shall kill

And there came near unto bim James and

Jobn, the sons of Zebedee, saying unto him,
Master, we would that thou shouldest do

for us whatsoever
36 And be said unto

we shall ask of thee.
them, What would ye

said

they

And

for you!

37 that T should do

unto him, Grant unto us that weamay sit,
one on thy right hand, and one on thy left
But Jesus said unto
28 hand, in thy glory.
Are
them, Ye know not what ye ask,
ye able to drink the cup that I drink? or to
be baptized with the “baptism that I am
39 baptized wich? And they said unto him,
We are able, And Jesus said unto them,
The cup that I drink ye shall drink: and
with-the baptism that 1 am baptized withal
40 shall ye be baptized: but to sit on my right
to
bund or on my left band is not mmne
give: but it is for them for whom it hath

And when the ten heard it,

41 been prepared,

they began to be moved with indignation
And Jesus
42 concerning James and Jobn.
called them to him, and saith untg them, Ye
know that the that are accounted to rule.
over the Gentiles lord It over them: and
over
their great ones exercise autbority
But it is not so amoung you: but
43 them.
r
whosoeve would become great among you,
and whosoever
«44 shall be your minister:
$e
would be first among you, shall be servant

For verily the Son of man came

npt

to be ministered unto, but te minister,

and

45 of all.

to give his life a ransom for many.

0

Humility taught.

took the twélve apart, and announced
{5 them
for the third time his approaching death,
Afterward James and John, with their moth-

er Salome, éame to him, asking for the seats of
:

Suffering joretold.

:

Jesus foresaw

| oll his sufterings from the beginning and
went steadily forward to meet them,
CRE.

with

Din

meme smd

as it
ode

egies

bis disciples came to realize the strength
and fury of the opposition to him and the
hatred of him, ‘existing among the

and influential men,

rulers

they were

amazed

that he should confront them so boldly
and should take no pains to evade them.
Jesus knew that these things, hard as they
were to bear, were a part of the cost of
the redemption which he had undertaken,

and for

that reason

willingly,
cheerfully.

and,

one

he accepted

them

might almost

say,

Indeed,

he

Il.
Fellowship with Christ in his sufferings.
*
IIL. * The true purpose of his coming
to this world.
4 ARR
OO

record.

for

Jerusalem.

own lov

among

the number.

Jesus

his disciples

This was

was

The

as-

did,

without

doubt, rejdice that he could, even at such
a cost to himself, open the wayof life and

how

this

could

be

so full were they of thoughts of an earth.
ly kingdom with great wealth and power
which they thought he must very soon
possess.

So two of the ‘disciples,

broth-

ers, these represented by the yellow

and

red marks,—what are their names?—
thought they would make sure of the flrst
places in that kingdom by speaking first
for it. Thay spoke to Jesus and said
(read partof verses 85, 36 and 37). He:
answered (read verse 48, writing on
board, “‘ It shall be given to them for
whom it is prepared”).
Had Jesus spoken to them belore of their wrong ideas of

greatness?
:
Then Jesus called them all near him
and said, ‘Whosoever will
be great
among you shall be your minister and
shall be servant of all.” Was it right for
James and John to ask to be first and get
the best place? Was it not right for them
‘to wish to be

(Good
be

point

made

dren.)

near

Jesus

in the

in his

lesson;

intelligible

to

glory ?

if it ean

young

** Are you dying?”
* Yes, sir.”

“ Would
again ?”

like

to

get

ress her now, nor does she suffer from that
-

will be able to preach the Gospel to him,
and I should be willing to die six times
over for him to hear the Gospel once.”
bethe
and

But

call-

ed upon him and held outahis hand.
« You don’t know me ?
«+ No,

‘I am the father

of Mary—the

father

she died for. Iheard as how she said
she would die for me six times if I
could hear the Gospel once. It nearly
broke my heart. Now I wantto join the
inquirers’ class.”
He did join, and became a true friend
of Christ. The little girl was truly walking in the footsteps of Jesus,

because

she

wis ‘willing to die, even, in order that
her father might be saved from his sin.
If we do not%heed to die for others, we
should at least try to be like Jesus in living for them and in doing all that we can
to lead them to be Christians.—Z#fxchange.
4+

CREDULITY

for what they must soon see and éncounter.
So we'find him going steadily
towards Jerusalem, facing the fires of
persecution, and calmly telling his disciples, in minute detail, the things: that
“he'knew would befall him there.
II. Pride rebuked.
The twelve dis-

ciples of Jesus supposed

that

he

had

come to establish a temporal kingdom

the Holy Land, in which the Jews,

in

freed

from the dominion of the Roman Emperor, should again rule in the land

fathers.

of their

Naturally enough théy thought

that they, having been called

by

him

to

his companionship and service, would be
appointed by him to positions of in-

fluence and authority in the new

adminis-

tration. James and John,sons of Zebedee,
and sons of Thunder, also, were ambitious, perhaps, because they were among
the first chosen by the Master, and, per-

haps, because they felt themselves com-

petent to hold and exercise power.

They “came to Jesus and asked

him

directly for the two chief places of honor
and authority in his government.
His

reply, though, perhaps, not at once understood by them, was full of wisdom and
~ Suggestiveness. They must, to some ex-

", tent, share with him the reproach soon to
be heaped upon him, but,as to occupying
the positions they desired, that was

to be secured in a way far different from

what they

Supposed.

Indirectly,

Jesus

sought to teach them that they were
entirely mistaken in regard to the nature

o his kingdom and the possibilities within
it.

IL Humility taught. Jesus then went
on to teach directly and positively some-

thing about his kingdom.

It was to be a

kingdom of service and sacrifice;

Which

self-denial

one

in

and devotion to the

interests of others, would determine one's

Position. Honors were not to be distributed as personal, gifts and favors, but
Were to be attained, not by being

God's

sight

purpose

is

the

whether

it

brings

greatnesswe

must

strive for. What is it to minister and be
servant? We had a lesson a few Sabbaths
ago about the disciples disputing who
should be —— (pupils supply the .word)
and Jesus took a little —— in his —
and taught them that they must have a
childlike spirit if they would be great. In
this lesson we are taught that to be the
greatest we must add to that lowly, trustful spirit the greatest service for others
for his sake ; working for him everywhere
and all the time, sayiug

the

kind

word,

doing the kind deed,giving up our pleasures to help others,-giving of our money,
our time, our strength,

to bring

men

to

know God and obey his laws.
Now what have you done the past week
in this kind of service? What did you do
when mother said, ¢* Johnny, bring in an
urmful of wood and then take your picturg
book and tell little sister about the lions
and elephants while I do this work.” Did
you grumble and snarl?
Three children came running in from
play very thirsty--they all wanted the cup
first, neither was willing to serve the
other by waiting a minute.
In the struggle the/plhss ‘was broken, and the chil-

dren were punished just because they all
wanted to be first. At the table they all
wanted the largest piece of pie or cake; if
there was but one apple with a rosy cheek,
each claimed it. Oh, how unpleasant it
was to live in that family. Near by lived
a boy who was good in a certain way, all
for himself. He would not have smoked
a cigarette or swear or tell a falsehood
for anything, but he knew several boys

who did these things, and one in particu-

lar who went to saloons and gathbling
places. These boys were all about his
age, but this good boy did not try to save
those other boys from becoming bad men.
Perhaps he was afraid they would laugh
at him. One word from him might save
a soul. If that boy gets into God’s king-

sought

dom he may be sure he will not have that

for, butby actual helpfulness to others

‘high place that is prepared for those who

and denial of one's own ease and

comfort

and luxury. The chiefest in the new order
'Y

~

oy

“

serve most. Who among all men served
men most? Repeat Golden Text on board.

ios

it seems

°

me

you

make

MADE

.

increasing

business

COMPANY

to stand

Now,

wares

every

by

States,

been

nam,125

and

the

trade

for

metal

country

is

in

this

as

For who is the ‘ [" that

tells

ug

«I feel, when I have

sinned,

an im-

mediate reluctance to go to Christ, Iam
ashamed to go. I feel as if it would do
no good to go—as if it were making
Christ
a minister of sin to go straight
from the swine-trough to the best robe—
and a thousand other excuses;

persuaded they are all

lies

hell..

is

there

endorsed

and.
in

the

AND

has la
pure
the

AND

STERLING

CREAT

Hall

Mark

A

of

nor safety from deeper sin but in going
directly to the Lord

Jesus

Christ,
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of
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PACK
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LVRINTING
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BEER
of a de-

FOR
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name

in

fancy

think my sins too great,

tog

aggravated,

heavier it is, it makes it go the taster.”—

McCheyne.

Afni

When

men have no

desire but just to save

to

their

God,

and

souls

and

weigh grains and scruples, and give

God

no more than they must needs, they shall

multiply cases of conscience to a number
which no book will contain, and to diffi- |
culty which no learning can answer.—

B 1
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At this season, various diseases of the bowels are prevalent, and many
through

PAIN

lack

of knowledge

of a safe and

sure

Cholera, Cholera Morbus, etc., and is perfectly safe.
Read the following:
Bapysrinan, N. Y.,

March 22, 1881,

Penny Davis! PAIN KILLER never ip to afford
natant relief for cramp und pain in the stomach.
'
JOSEPH BURDITT. .
The very best mogicine I know of for dysentery,
cholera iorbus, an | cramps in the stomacl]. Jlave
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Overy
ur every.
oryyears, an
8 su sure cure
used it for
Morxaoxa, Iowa,
KILLER
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lives are lost
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DAVIS’

CARNESVILLE, GA., Fab, 28, 1881.
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nd it always cures. Would not feel eaf
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of all other medicines by Dr. R. V. Pierce’s “ Gold-
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always , immediate relief. ould hardly dare
to go to bod without a bottle in the house.
;
W. 0. SPERRY.
CoNwAYHORO, 8. C., Feb, 22, 1881.
Nearly every family in this section keeps
a bottle
in the house.
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A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kanka~
kee, has recently been opened between Richmond,
Norfolk, Newport News, Chattanooga, Atlanta, Au-

March 12, 1881.

1. E. CALDWELL.

instant relief.
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in BOVEre cases of

colic,and cholera morbus,and it gave almost
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remedy.

A |
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heart, but it is the way.
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Preparatory, Normal, Classi-

courses

I0 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four

PURE WHITE LEAD,

England.
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College

Scientific

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

terms of ten weeks each.
The
courses
of
study
are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific
Calendar.
First term, Aug. 22.
Second, Oct.
31.
Third, Jan. 23, 1882. Fourth, Apr, 3, 1882.

State $t., Chicago,
111. Mention this paper.
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all this? And that tells it to us when the
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that.”
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Sold by all druggists. Price $1 a bottle or
six bottles for §5. Prepared by C. I. HOOD
& CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

“Yes, darling.”

these things himself, but foretold then to | greatness in this world or not; we must
his disciples, that they might not be” up-: "leave thatall to God. To be great in

He

extreme tired feeling which she did before
taking HooD’S SARSAPARILLA.”

church, and he wont come ; and I think if
1 die you will bury me, wont you?”

could not attend the funeral.
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to the
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The-

fully arranged courses og study.” The Classical
Seihinary sid English Course.
or full catalogue,
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¢The first bottle has done my daughter a
reat deal.of good; her food
does not dis-
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She died, as she expécted, and just
fore the time she was to° be buried
minister was himself - taken sick,

tion.

one suffering with pain ean have chedp and positive proof of

“That Extreme Tired Feeling.”
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embracing
Pastoral
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19 Butterfield Street.
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Mass,
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Catalogue address,

There are two courses of study,
Scriptures, Systematic Theology,

_ recommend HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA Witha

Hood's Tooth-Powder,

not

AND

change being very noticeable in her face.
She took it two months and fully regained
her health, much to our delight.
We now

¢ Gentlemen,” said the first Napoleon
to some of his officers who had been very
freely ventilating their unbelief in the
Bible as a revelation from God,.*¢ Gentle-

salvation to men.

LOWELL,

INSTITUTION New
M

Hillsdale, Mich.
Theological Department of, Hillsdale
College.

HEADACHE,

poison the disease had left in her blood, the

“ Why not?”
.
SE
¢ O sir, ever since I became a Christian
I have been trying to bring father to

chil-

To be near him must be our first

you

TOOTH, EAR

uy little girl had the diphtheria last April.
The disease left her very weak, blood poor,
with no appetite, and she could not seem to
rally from its effects. HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA Was recommended by a neighbor. After
she had been taking it a few gays we noticed
a change for the better—she
began to eat
with a relish.
It seemed to take out the

before

I died.”

For

and enrich-

Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co.: A Gentlemen—

SACRIFICE.

* Well, sir, 1 wanted to see you

ing

NEY HAMPTON
ton, N

ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial,
Preparatory, Music -and Art
artments. Eleetive
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or rest.
tion, cass 2
a year. Board,
| and libra
fees, only
$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week. Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,
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Some years ago a minister was called
to see a little girl seven years old, who
was dying. She lived in- a back street.
When the minister got there a woman
** What do you want, darling ?”

disciples were

find

showed him where the child was, and
saf down to talk with her.
Sa

AND

EARS

neutralizes and
eradicates the poisoned matter from it,
bringing to the convalescent the color, life
and vigor of robust health.

that they have missed every opportunity
of doing any thing worthy of a rational
being on the passage to eternity. The
truth is, one’s vocation is never some faroff impossibility. It is always the simple
round of duties that the passing hour
brings. No dayis common-place if we
‘only have eyes to-see its splendor. There
is no duty that comes to our hand but
brings us the possibility of kingly service.

A WILLING

follows

‘Sarsaparilla:s =» x

and

to

ten

Jesus been to Jerusalem. before? Had he
many good fiiends there?
No, many

bitter enemies.

another;

Had

abaut

cricified.

for

which

* AND

_SPRATNS
FROSTED FEET

and the persistency with

Hood's

is

with their

soon they will come to the end,

than others: Jesus represented by white
cross, Peter blue line, James yellow,John
red, the rest a pale yellow. ‘Golden
Text.
If your board will admit it, retain your
last lesson, and question upon it.
To be taught.—Who are greatest in
God's sight. Some of the scholars will
have recollections of the Passover lesson ;
question upon jt. It was soon to occur—
many thousands of .
are on their

‘duys before

sighing

win-

known to all who have had any experience
“with this terrible disease.
:
~The following letter shows how the restoring and invigorating properties of

while they sigh the years glide away, and

Several

more distinct

to the city, Jesud™@nd

and

discontented

back

Expenses

courses of study
for both
sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the
commercial college in
New England.
Tele;
a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship
the State.
ses
less than in any other of 1
e. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.
:
Winter term begine November 21, 1881. Spring
term begins February 6, 18:2.
\Summer term
be| gins April 24, 1882. Send forC
REV. A. B. MESER!

SORE THROAT,

wash

‘which it elings to the patient, are well

plish nothing really worthy and beautiful.

So they go on,

companies on their way to the great feast.

way

E“ PROSTRATION
Diphtheria,

they

there

.

DIPHTHERIA!

little use to try. Their life is humdrum
and prosy outline, aud they can accom-

roads leading up with groups of short
vertical lines here and there representing

One company of thirteen

But in their present position

cannot do much of anything and

ER,

Blackboard
Filusprations ~—Something
to represent housestif
jt be only’ a group
of little squares

Ye front windows ufa house than the
OWS.

which their powers would have free scope,
and where they could make a very bright

PRIMARY LESSON. JULY 16.

did not understand

Connecting Link.~8till
continuing his
Journey to Jerusalem, and probubly seon after
reaching the valley of the Jordan, our Lord

| + I.

rk

at hand. Recite verses 32 and 33; but they

Notes and Hints.

honor in his kingdom,

our-own wills.

tonighed and afraid as they walked along
following Jesus,questioning in théir mind
why he should go to Jerusalem among:
the men who wonld gladly kill him.Jesus
then tells them agunin of his death so near

; Torics—Suffering foretold.
Pride rebaked.

.,.

Christ's’ sake

desiderata

longer to

..

a

Version.)

33 ing, Behold, we go -up

for

lowers one’s dignity.

all the

£

2
32

No service done

pare

A good many people spend all their life
hunting for a place in this world that they
were never intended to fill. They never
settle down to any thing with any sort of
restful or contented feeling. What they
are doing now is not by any means the
work that is
guited to their abilities.
They have a sunny ideal of a very noble
life which they-would like to reach, in

‘TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY,
1. The danger of praying according to

MARK 10: 32—45,
{ Revised

II.

Physicians say it combined

28th,

i]

2,

Grou,

sister

of every ferruginous tonic prescribed by every
school of medicine. Brown’s Iron Bitters.
(It sakes a girl about four hours

ts

older

, March

-]

fond

an

was only a ball-sister, mournfully asked: “When
will she be my whole sister ?”

Summer

uu SeaSSeSsa as

:

that

13,

are as low as in
similar sehool in New England.
For cathloghe, or further particulars,
Send to
J
,
;
J. F.
SBEE, Prineipal.

a

10: 45.

BE CONTENTED.

not

told

Ra

>

for many.”

and to give his life a ransom

—Mark

need

| A little girl on being

:

Fe |

came
I. If Christ goes before we
not to be ministered unto, dut to minister, hesitate to follow.

considered fatal nowadays.

—John Askham.

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

TEXT. The Som ofman

GoLpEN

useless to protest against this. We can only wearily bope that their aim is good.— Danbury
News:
"The Princess Naibe, sister of the Sultan of Turkey, has lately died ot love—a disease not usually

and Ague.

Matt. 25: 14-23.

Itis

Maine.

ee

. That bloom perennial in angel bowers,
And catches glimpses of the heavenly prize.
The shadows fly before its prescient ken,
As melt the mists before the rising day;
Through the thick.gloom it tracks a shining way
From the dim ‘‘ now,” to the eternal * then,”
Faith is a growth of purg-fmmortal bi
Oft mixed with doubt as virgin gold with 3arth.

of tobacco chewers.

ing, or
ated state.

to be repeated continually. The glory of
¢ | eyery human life is found in its useful43,
ness to the world in helpfulness to those
M. Suffering and service. Mark 10:32—
Matt. 20: 17-28.
around, in ils willingness to go down
71. Parallel passage.
Ww. Saved by suffering. Heb. 9: 13—20.
into the lowly walks and narrow ways of
.
7. Paul’s service. 2 Cor. 4:5—16
|
life that it may help those who must begin
pF. Christ's service. Heb. 10: 6—20. 11:21—31.
there and be helped there or not at all.
Paut’s suffering and service. 2 Cor.

NEURALGIA,
SCIATICA,
. LUMBAGO,
* BACKACHE,

‘Spittoons are furnished in New Preston churches
for the accommodation

Lewiston,

Under the management of J. F. FRISBEE, A.
B.,and J. ¥. PARSONS, A. B., with competent
assistants. Situated in the suberbs of a thriving
city, and adjacent to Bates College, itoffers adrior to those of any School in the
urse of Study
extends over three
terms each, each term thirteen
Winter term
ns December*

=

It sees the pearly gates of Paradise,
The golden streets, the iair-immortal flowers

DAILY READINGS.

Service rewarded.

A Japanese fish, the chaetodon, shoots flies with
.unerring aim, by means of a drop of water blown
from its beak.

Educational,

Nichols Latin School.

7 e ver

SERVICE.

AND

SUFFERING

That gaze abroad with more than mortal powers
Beyond the limits of this world of ours;
Through the dark valley that betwixt us lies

for mankind.

REMEDY
REEUMATISH,

has

proved serviceable. .
“ Asthma,or Phthisic,” a Jruphlet, one stamp,
glving new and successful treatment; address
OBLD’S DISPENSARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,
Buffalo, N.Y.
:

§

Faith if the soul’s elear sight, the inner eycs

It was, no doubt, an unwelcome lesson,
but a needful one, and one which ought

wine

for

already done for them and

Star Quarterly and
For Questions sce
Lesson "Papers.

red

Specific

them,in spirit and kind,than what he had

‘in

A

- FAITH,

lemon Jeaves

sickening or gri
Bowels in a cons

do the largest service
He asked no more of

THX
GREAT GERMAN

QUIPS AND CRANKS.

_Togprevent the hair from falling out, an infu-

search& eturesmostHEADACHE,

useful, and may
for his fellowmen.

16.

IKL.-==July

3 Lesson

Selections,

of things should be he who takes the lowest place because in that he may be most

Are the mildest,

Sunday School.

DAVIS & SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

do: pcb

Louisville,

Bexington,

Cincinnati,

HH and Lafayette, and Omaha, Minneap-

olis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Fast Express
Trains.

Tickets for sale at all principal

the United States and«Ganada.
Baggage checked through and
ways as low as competitors that

Tioket Officesin

:
rates of fare aloffer less advan

“Hor dotaited information, get the Maps and Fold
ors of

the

CREAT

At your

it. R.

ROCK

.

ISLAND

ROUTE,

nearest Ticket Office, or address

CABLE,

E. ST.

Viee-Pres. & Gen'l M'g'r,

JOHN,

Gen’! Tkt. & Pass. Agts

CHICAGO.
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We rejoice in the good showing which,

on the whole, our two

are able to make this year. The number
of students has never been larger, perhaps

Assistant Editor.

JORDAN,

CYRUS

etwr———
ll
EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS.

e—

never before as large, ‘as during the

:

HS

condition of thése institutions is certainly

publication
&
Alloe communicati: ons designed
gm
All 1
should be addressed to the Editor, a
on business, remittances of money, &f.

:

addressed to the Publisher, Dover,
tributors will please write only on
their paper and not roll it prepara
ing. They Wish Send ull Laie and a
necessarily
for publication.

hx
dad

Ns

pose.

unless stamps are

sent

ot

ghey
Tr
L

for-that

pur-

of

any

length.

We have a large corps of paid editorial and special
¢ontibutors and cannot

pay

for articles contribut-

ed by others unléss an understandingis had to that
effect before publication.

-

** Unselfish and noble acs are the most

radiant epochs in the biography of souls.
When wrought-in earliest youth, they lie

in the memory of age like the coral is:
iands, green

PE

and sunny, amid the

melan-

choly waste of ocean.” While we remember this, let us not forget that, on the
other hand, selfish and ignoble acts are
the darkest epochs in

and that when

the

life. of

wrought

in

souls;

youth

they

dwell in the memory of-age like sternly
accusing faces and condemnatory

senten-

Ces not yet—not yel—executed.

splendor;

the robin in the elm ; the flow-

er in the garden ; the soft rains of Spring;
the perfect days of June; the sultry heats
of August; September's vy Te plenty ;
the whirling autumn leaves ;
the prismatic beauty of the icicle pendent from the
bearded lip of Winter; even the shrieking blasts that proclaim his desolate reign
over the frozen land and melancholy sea.
—all forms and phenomena of Nature,
endlessly manifold, those which are vast
and those which are minute, those beauti-

ful and those ugly, are gifted with
to move, uplift, in some

way

power

to

instruct

and help save, the appreciative sonl of
‘man—the observant, sympathetic and re-

ceptive soul.

No one ¢an despise Nature,

or neglect to cultivate a profourd

symps-

thy

without

with

her

familiar

forms,

depriving himself of one of the most am* ple and valuable means of obtaining spiritnal growth and communion with God.
A man has aequired some wealth, or
lias a larger income than equals his needs,
The question arises, How shall he use
his exira means so as to promote his spirit-

ual growth? The answer is easy. Let him
do with it that which will bring the purest joy and profoundest peace to his soul,
—not the most ease, luxury, praise, social preferment and power, gratification
of an inferior and a temporary kind, but

“that which will secure

the

divine

and

enduring delights of pure benevolence
and sacred sympathies. Let him use his

wealth in such ways as will tend to pro-

duce in him

Christian

unselfishness

and

charity, and thusit will surely minister to

the rapid growth and everlasting peace of
his soul.
The Christian religion aims at a radical
change in character; it puts the plow
down deep ioto the sub-soil of the heart;
itis its purpose

to

root

out

selfishness,

worldliness, fleshly lusts and appetites,
and plant beneficence, heavenly mindedness, and pure and holy affections in their
stead. To become disciples of Jesus you

:

must

“24

j

i

become

new

creatures,—so

your motives shall have a higher

that

source,

your plans and purposes be nobler, your

aspirations holier, and all your

enfotions.

and desires perfectly accordant with God's
will! ‘When such a gracious work has
been wrought in your hearts,

then

even

your human loves will be transfigured and
become beautiful, pure, holy and selfgiving, as is the love of God !

“|

QUR SCHOOLS,
Reletoen,

t

reported in

clacitions]

3

*

i

institutions

are’

the Register as conducted un-

der the auspices
4

of our

denomination.

We have thus far given, through

our cor-

respondents, some account of the

current

anniversary exercises of several of these
institutions, and hope to be able to pub-

lish similar reports of the others. Circumstances have defeated our purpose of
giving the attention to these anniversaries

which we think their importance demands
and which we mean shall be given hereafter. They of our denomination
not Jabored unwisely, nor in vain,

have.
who,

for forty years—many 6f them having
finished their course—have sacrificed and
toiled in the building of such pillars of
strength, and such sources of good, as
are

to be fauna. i sClistion

, colleges ; and

seminaries and

it is not merely fitting, it is

wisdom, it is necessary, to keep contin-

ually before our mindld, by at least an an-

nual presentation, the good that has been

wrought, the present strength and hope
tha
we t
Wve by reason of our schools,

and the deplorable plight we should be in

-

were it not for them, the men that they

.

The

by the

Treasurer's report,

Board's

committee

presented some gratifying
others not so

from

as examined

on Finance,

features,

encouraging.

The

and
re-

ceipts showed an excess over expenditures

of more than $2,000, the treasurer stating
that this was due,in part, to a less amount

appearing in the Accrued Interest account,
and to profits on sales ofreal estate, which
do not come within the year's earnings.
The current column ('81-'82) shows a deficit of $823. Comparing the earnings,
those collected and those still due, with
the legitimate expenses of the year, there
is no deficit; though exact figures can

not be made until the uncollected earnings

of the year shall come in.

It is safe to

say that the College has not contracted

a

of

have given us and

the

forces

they

are

gathering and developing for our service.
Above all, God is honored and the ‘world
made better, by' the work of these in-

creased and multiplied.

in

his

$151,900. Increase of assets, $9,815.
The expenditures for the past year are
$16,402.46. The incomes from all sources
are $14,744.40,
This leaves a debt on
current expensesof $1,658.06. It should
be said that this debt comes from carry-

ing on the law-suit with the executors of
Mr. Bates's will, and from general repairs
on the college buildings.

The cry comes

from every quarter most earnestly.

weather has been all that could be desired.
The' college campus, with
its added
growth’ of

they might fe doubled in number in three
years. Instead of this, many of them are

everything

chirches, and with the requisite laborers

declining.

Age, disease, and death are

thinning the ranks of the laborers.

What

are we doing to furriish- a supply ? We
have

two

Theological

Schools

scarcely thirty students in each.

grading,

presents

a

neat

appearance.

Four

days, June

and

inviting

,

21—24; were givento

examinations. Id the collegiate depsrtment they were:all written. The té§ts
were sufficiently severe, but the work done

These

was of a high order, and unmistakably
showed thoroughness on the part of the instructors, and good application on the’

part of the students. It is the opinionof
the committees*
that the quality, of the

In such an age as this there “work surpasses even that of last year.
Many of

increased.

must be men well furnished in mind and
heart to meet the necessities of the case.
1t is natural that our missions, home and

look to

foreign, and the churches, should

schools

meager

trees, and ‘its recent

never looked so well before. + Repairs have
been made on some of the buildings, and

with

are pressed
into the service
often
in advance of their graduation:
How
manifest that our schools need to be
greatly strengthened, and their students

the

®

for

numbers, what

Therefore,

remember

can
“our

their

with

but

men;

they

do?

Theological

the students were away in summer hotels.
Others are to follow. This
has taken away from the interest of*the
closing week, but really we confess to
Sympathy with those who take this way of
replenishing their, empty purses, ‘and at
the same timejgain.a refreshing mental
rest.
Such students retarn to college

ready for vigorous work.

No one supposes that they must supply

all, gospel

laborers.

No

matter

where

Sunday

morning, June

he obtained bis qualifications, provided

preached

the college Y. M. C. A.

him

into the

vineyard,

him

suc-

cessful.

Here, then, is a work for

vital

and make

Christianity, here dn opportunity for the”

churches to manifest and develop their
vitality by raising up, encouraging, sending forth laborers into all the various

de-

partments where they are needed. In
this way they .can best serve the world,

grow in grace themselves, and honor God.
The cry for laborers comes up on every

side. God inspires it. Itis becoming every
day more urgent, and admits of no delay.
The responsibility, oh, how great, rests
on every believer in Christ.

25, the

D. Patgh, pastor of the Main

one be a real laborer, God will

put

he has said more:

“And

that which fell

among thorns, are they which, when they
have heard, go forth-and are choked with
cares and riches dnd pleasures of this life,
Bates College Commencement,
-{ and bring .no{ruit to perfection.” But
thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy
Bates College has closed another year’s closet, and when thouhast shut thy door,
work. During Commencement week, the pray to thy Father which is in secret, and

What are we doing for the supply of
laborers? We
have fifteen
hundred

:

The Finance Comuijttee reported but
$795, as collected for the endowment during the year.
;
The financial condition of Bates College

Dewominational.

al fields abound, it avails little to put men
into them who cannot or do not gather in
the ripening harvest. Real laborers are
few. while they need to be greatly in-.

dollar of debt during the year above its | Schools.

earnings.

in. annual address to the Board of Corporacreation" that may not, in some way,
be
tors: =
iiadé contributive to the soul's education :
From the Treasurer's report you learn
a common saying, yet one thatit is sweet that the assets of the corporation are
and gratifying; and even needful, to re- $161,745. The assets one year ago were
peat. The vast dome of heaven, eloquent
“of Divine majesty and all-comprehending
care; the fields—snow-clad or verdant;
mountains, ¢ lifting their Titan foreheads
to the sun;"” morning glow and evening

i

dition of Hillsdale College, is taken
the Herald :

is thus stated by President Cheney

There is not a form or phenomenon

“7

good as compared with previous years,and
the outlook, we believe, is encouraging.
The following, showing the financial con-

We need at least a weel
week in which to decide | 314

whether we can use contributions

year

just ended. Although no great gifts of
Amoney have been made, yet the finantial

THE REV. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D.,
THE REV. J. J. BUTLER, D. D,,
THE Rev. W. H. BOWEN, D.D.,
THE REV. RANSOM DUNN, D. D.,
THE REV. J. A. HOWE, D.D,,
THE REV. G. H. BALL, D. D.

is

leading colleges

great moral harvest. A nominal supply
is not enough. While most inviting mor-

a sermon

Rev. O.

St. church,

in the church

before

Mr. E. C. Mason

of the senior class, president of the association, conducted the preliminary exer-cises.
The secretary, B. G. Eaton of the
same class, read the anoual report.
In

setting forth the work done it became evi-

dent that this organization is accomplish

ing a good. work

for the

college.

The

sermon, from Tit. 2: 6, was appropriate.
Christian associations are helpful in three
ways:
(1) in ‘winning souls to Christ;
(2) in seeking out those who are Christians and helping them; and (3 ) in forming ap asylum for those who may not otherwise .escape the enticements to evil.

thy

Father, who seeth

ward thee openly.”

in secret,

shall

re-

6

An appropriate ode, written by one of
the class, Miss E. B. Forbes, was sung
with feeling by the. class. Prof. Howe
pronounced the benediction.
In
the

the eveniug, in spite of the
day, a fair audience assembled

heat

of

in the

Main St. church to hear the able sermon of
Professor Stanley before the theological
students.
The subject of the sermon was
“The Right Attitude of Religion toward
Science.”
He sald there is in our day a remarkable
scientific activity. The science of the last
generation is antiquated and almost superItis an iconoclastic age. In religseded.
ion, thére have been modifications of all
our creeds

by curtailments

here

and

en-

well-prepare

d parts, impressive elocatioy
:
a large and appreciative audience, ande
y. |
cellen

t ' music, could

make it,

One cong

not listen to these addresses without
feels

that these young men and—a lady
in the
case, as usnal—are in college for
a ve
distinct and high purpose which
th ey meay
to realize.
The participants were Me

F. E. Mavson,D. N. Grice, Miss §. E. Boy.

ham, H. H. Tucker, W. H. Barker,
C, j

Sargent, O. L. Gile, and J. L. Reade.
The
prizes, for excellence in comp
osition apg

delivery,

were awarded

Manson.

wx

Tuesday

dawned

to Sargent and
wild

2

4

bright ‘and’ ‘cool

charming - Commencement weather.
forenoon afforded a good

which, ‘doubtless,

breathing

everybody

made

The E
spelt
the

most of. The Class Day exerc
ises which
were to have come in the afternoon,
have
hadno existence, ‘we believe, save “oh
the bills.”

At 5 p. M., the

of the Alumni occurred

snnual

meeting

in the college

lection, * Longfell

ow's Day is Done,” by
upon themselves unwarrantedly to speak
Balfe, was particularly well
both for Nature and for God. rendered.
: Miss
While the Treasurer's report shows
Helen Nash, of Lewiston, sang
But, secondly, the attitude of religion
Moreover,
education
isnot
with
complete
and
that only $9,845 have been added to the
symmetrical, unless the religious and mof: toward science should be a judicial attitude. great sweetness and displayed fine execu.
permanent fund since our last meeting,
Science is to have a full, candid hearing,
tion. Miss Long, of Portland,
al nature is developed with the physical
has a good
yet from what has already been said, and
but the evidence is to be sifted. We are contralto voice
We deprecate thé adoption of the methods and intellectual.
and sang well. The Cecifrom what will hereafter appear, some
it
that
ask
only
We
truth.
the
to
loyal
lia Club, composed of four Youn
21,000 have actually been raised for” all ofthe business advertiser in the publication of
shall be clearly identified as truth.
g ladies
At 2.30 ». Mm. occurred the Baccalaureate
church news.
We like Bro. Humility’s idea
Religion should hold toward science an of
purposes during the year.
Portland,
gave
That is, $4,000
great
pleas
ure,
exercise
s:
The
on
graduati
this
subject,
ng
class numbers
although there are some who
attitude of friendship. They should not be especially by a stanza
-by Prof. Chase, $8,000 by Rev. W. H.
of * Bonnie Doon,”
twenty-six, and, both intellectually and ranged in two parties except as different
think
that
if
he.
wer
a
little
Bowen, and £9,000 by myself.
more
forward
sung as an encore. Variety
In this
and live.
sum is not included $2,000" expended on himselfhe would make more of a stir in the morally, stands high, The exercises be- corps of the same army. Those most liness
were afforded by the Schubert
deeply
imbued
with
world;
the
spirit
and
that
of
Christ's
is
what we live for, isn't it? gan with the invocation by Prof. Fullon|t he grounds, most of which has been
Quartette, of Boston. Their voices are
Gospel are least afraid of its overthrow
Bro. H. says that while we should advertise
raised the past year.
fine
ton; selectionsof Scripture were read by and most ready to
welcome indabitable
and
our gospel gatherings, so that sinners may
well trained. Their selections were
It cannot, of course, be said that the | know when and
Prof.
Stanton;
truth,
and
and
the
Prof.
men
Hayes
most
offered
thoroughly repre- mostly of a popu
where to find them,
lar character.
sentative of science see that it does not
year has seen done, financially, for these and should
prayer.
The music by the choir of the
:
also make
known
what the
According to the Journal, the net
dishonor
EY
its
Author
by
contradic
ting
pro-.
the
colleges
all
that
could
have
been
hoped ; Lord has done for us, we should be very care- Main S$} church
Put more lias boon d¢"
ceeds
knowledg
tel con proper:
e
for
of
the college will amofint to beHim given by revelation.
fol to express ourselves’ plainly, simply, and
Yl Yeudered
The
Eacealaurente by Was
Pres. Cheney was . foundAud both religion and science at their best tween five and six hund
red dollars.
dd
‘has
been
in
such
a
way
as
to
seek
permit
truth for the same end—its use for
not even the slight- | ©d on Heb. 3: 17, 18. “Fhe following is an
ly appear in the repc
The annual meeting of the corporat
ers
est
the
suspicion
well-being of men.
, however unjust, that'weé are | abstract of the interesting sermon.
In part they re| 8 own in'goed soil; the harvegs, will ap- | ‘blowing trumpets
gard different interests of men and diffor- of the college occurred in the college
of self-laudation,” Bre. H.
pear in its season.
|
ent worlds; but godliness does not over- chapel Wedoesday
-| emphasized his.remarks in this line by quoting | After a brief introduction, the speaker
forénoon.
President
the thought that adversity devellook the present, and true science cannot Cheney's report shows that duri
some very striking utterances "by ‘the late unfolded
ng
the past
ops strength.
We do not choose adver.
be wholly forgetful of the future;
and. year thet has accumulated a small
~ THE ORY FOR LABORERS.
President Finney, of Oberlin,
of which we | sity.
debt on
If it were left with us, there would
whether for the present world or the world
current expenses of $1,638.06, coming
The great moral harvest of the world reproduce a single sentence: ‘‘ Some, wnder | be no want, 10 wasting hy age.
There is to come, they are both laboring in the serin our Saviour's time prompted his exhor- pretense of publishing things to the praise and | joy in prosperity. It is valuable, So also vice of the same humanity. They should from carrying on the lawsuit with the exglory of God, have published things that sav- | is adversity.
be, then, heartiest mutual helpers. Sci. ecutors of Mr. Bates's will, and
tation : ** Pray ye the Lord of the harvest ored so
from genWe should turn both to good account.
strongly of a disposition to pxalt
ence has bean of great
human ja- eral rephirs on the college
t hat he would send forth _laborers;” also
buildings. But
may
be perverted.
for
It is a mistake, if not w
Persons have
terests.
themselves, have made their own agendy to Each
there hae hae «w funmanan
in the
“he final commission to his disciples: stand out so conspicuously,” that the publica- success given to them, and it, so to speak, devout Christians to call the science which the
of
college of $9,845. In all, aboutagaelS
becomes to them a very hell.
godministrie
beneficent
many
so
works
$21,000
Others
s
have
“Go ye into all the world, and preach tion * was evidently calculated to make an un- failore, and it becomes
have
been raised for various purposes
There can be no such thing.
less science.
heaven.
Success
~
durt he gospel to every creature.”
and failure may both be a hell to us or Godless men may study science and may Ing the year, besid
It might happy impression.”
es between one and two
:
heaven.
a
both
have been supposed that the work would be
which
theories
the
it
into
read
to
try
thousand dollars for grading the
The Jewish immigration is becoming rather
Joy in adversity implies that we have they wish to believe, they may try to use
campus,
short—that in a few years, or generations embarrassing to the officials whose business it faith
in a personal God. We cannot un- its discoveries as weapons with which to and $5,000 toward a new professorship.
at most,all the nations would be evangel- is to provide for these unhappy refugees. Job derstand
the ordering of our trials, or dif- overthrow the religious belief of the un- The report
makes
flattering
ment
ized. Human hopes are often disap- himself was never poorer and mére squalid ferences in the allotment, but they come learned; but it is the men and not the scl of the work -of Prof. Chase and ion
Dr.
than
by
they,
permiss
as
a
class;
ence
ion
which
many
of
our
is
are
in
Father.
said
fault:
to
present
It
When
is
against
we
these
pointed. The warfare has been sn arBowen in. raising funds for the
seek
an absolutely: perfect type of laziness; withto know why, we distrust God. godless men and their false reasoningy, recollege.
duous one, with great fluctugli;ns—ad- al they sublimely surpass the ordinary When we carry patiently a load of trials, ligion should draw blade and not against The President's report [we intend to
pubvance and reti@at, succesjos-a” ° failures, tramp in vociferous demands for the means to our faith becomes stronger. Abraham had thé science which they both misunder- lish it in fall, hereafter] was acceptmore
stand
faith
to
and
continue
misapply.
on
his
journey
We
must not expect ed. It was announced that the debt
than
beset by every possiblé obstacle. So, more support them in idleness. Sec. Jackson, of to start; it
of $1,every science®td teach Christianity. Reve- 658,0
required less faith to
8 on current expenses would be paid
than eighteen centuries have passed, and the Board of Immigration Commissioners, on this journey to Mt. Moriah, continue
lation
has
done
that.
Each
than
science
to
has
its
says:
“One result of the society’s work has take his knife to slay his son,
by E. W. Page, Eiq., of New ‘York city.
own fleld,its basis of classified acts and its
the majorityof men arestill in the darkness
been to pauperize the refugees. They come
Joy in adversity implies that we walk
superstructure of sound principles and con. So the college closes another academiecal
of heathenism, withrbuf relatively a small over here in
swarms, with no intention of do- obediently
before God. Here are God's clusions with which it is specially concern- year not only free from debt, but
with the
part furnished with'the pure Gospel.
laws, in {he book of Nature, in the written ed. In this view religion is itself a science
ing manual 1abor, and demand that they shall
The call for laborers is as imperative be supported by charity.” Well, if we can do volume, in our consciences. We are not with its own peculiar fleld which we do addition of $9,845 to the endowment fund.
That fundis now $161,745.
Vacancies in
ag ever. The facilities were never great- nothing more, let us at least pray that God iMoWed to obey some and disobey others not ask any other science to occupy and
—to do evil that good may come.
which no other can trench upon. And until
the
corporation were filled as follows :—
We
may
give
both
Christian charity and practical have
er, nor, the prospect more inviting. This
no right to do wrong ourselves. We
some science is found which disproves the Hon. Moody Carrier, LL.
good sense to the Hebrew Immigrant Aid have no right
D., of Maachesexistence of God, which tries to show that
to be a party to wrongapplies“especially to modern missions. Society,
ter, N. H., (in place of the late Hon. Geo.
and also the Board of Immigration
doing of other men.
benevolénce is'a sin; that repentance for
If
other
men
set
.
The increase in receipts has nearly doub-. Commissions.
themselves to do wrong and it is in our wrong doing is an injury to the soul; G, Fogg, of Concord, N. H.); George E.
led every decade, for seventy years past,
powerto hold them back, we are guilty which tries to show that honesty and pray- Smith, of Boston,
(in place of the late Rev.
The assassin of President Garfield paid on
before God.
If we would have peace with erfulness are vices, and that purity of heart A. L. Houghton
going up from two hundred thousand dol,
of Lawrence,
Mass.);
the gallows last Friday the penal
God and with our own hearts, if we would and of motive is a thing to be denonnced,
of his
lars in 1819, to twenty-five millions in crime, and the whole horrible busin
have joy in prosperity, and certainly if we till then we may not stigmatize any science Hon. N. W. Farwell, of Lewiston; E. A.
is now
1880. This steady growth in the face of a part of history. However much we have would have joy in ‘adversity, we must as godless. Let science evedywhere do
Thissell, Esq., of Lowell, Mass.; Rev. C.S.
its
£4
proper work, let us hold it to its own pro- Perkins, of Boston; Geo. B. Files, Eiq., of
’
| war,worldiness,skepticism,is very signifi- reason to regret many scenes and occurrences walk in the ways of the Lord.
fessed
this
chosen
had
he
stated
presiden
The
methods
t
of
connected
building
with his trial and imprisonment, cerupon a basis of Augusta; and A. M. Spear, Esq., of
cant. Yet President Washburn, of Robert
Hallotext because a good man’s wishes had not absolute fact, by a process of logical conwell.
College, Constantinople, indulges in a tainly no one can reasonably say that aught but been carried out; that he mourned for Mr. secutive reasoning
, and let us be watchful
justice has been done the unhappy wretch;
Wednesday afternoon the exercises
Bates more and more every day.
sad review of failing interest and faith in all the magnanimity
This is to detect and quick
to expose any departof
properly admissible in the
day
of
adversit
ure
from
for
y
the college.
his method
by its supporters and the class graduating from the Theological
the great work on the part ofthe churches such a case has been shown, and nothing has Many.
are getting discouraged.
then
if the work and\influence of science is School, came off in
Bat we
the main Street Church,
of America.
-| been omitted that could in any way serve to di- must not lose courage. Abraham saw that not identical with that
of religious teaching,
President Washburn'’s discouragement vest the execution of the penalty of all suspie- in Isaac slain the promise was made void, ‘it will certainly be in the same direction to with the following programme: *
arises from looking at the dark rather than fon of vindictiveness or hate. May God grant but his faith assured him that the promise bring men nearer to the truth and to God. Doctrinal Preaching,
would be fulfilled even if Isaac should be As twin pillars of civilization, as represenFrank Edward Briggs, Alexandria, N.H.
the bright side of the subject. Had he that, more than ever before, the people of this raised from the dead.
At this time, in tatives of God's workings, the one in The Conflict of Christianity
‘land may go through their duily ways in the
with Ancient Pagan
presented the other side, it would have manifestation of malice
our day of adversity, God may be simply Providence and the other in Grace,
ism. Joseph Reading Fraoklin, Lowell, Mass.
for
toward none and char- trying the college,
to
human
see
of
what
welfare,
stuff
it
there
glowed with encouragement.
Now he ity for all.
can
be
no
occasion
The
Doctrine of Original Sin in Theological System
5
is made; and it shall stand, if it shall for science and religion to bandy unseemly
laments,
not the fact that we are doing so
Lucien Chase Graves, Vienna Me.
The noble State of Iowa has given her voice maintain its ground in childlike trust and epithets. We are not tb dispute the truths Was Christ a Wine-Bibber ?
little, but that we are not doing more. Sure- on the temperance question.
faith, not doubting that though it die, yet of science on the one hand,
and on the
The amendment
Alfred Thomas Hi)iman, Lisbon Me. wt!
ly this aspect is a grave one, demanding to the constitution, which was voted on Tues- GodThe is able to raise it even from the dead. other we are not to substitute anywhere John Huss,
Arthur Leroy Morey, Gray Me. EN
sermon closed with an appropriate
the
truths
of
science
for the truths of A Plea for the Catechism,
careful study, conscientieus, prayerful in- day; June 27, reads as follows: *“No person shall address to the
:
graduating class.
She
Gospel.
My
Towards
true
science,
George Owen Wiggin, Pittsfield, N. I.
quiry, wisdom, renewed and faithful ap- ‘manufacture for sale, or sell, or keep for sale young friends, in the Scripture I have cho- our attitude should
be
that of enas a beverage any intoxicating liquors whatsen, there is a word of encouragement for tire confidence, but
plication.
These parts showed the carefal scholartoward false science
ever, including ale, wine and beer: The Gen- you,
Your
work
in
this
college
our
only
is
done.
possible attitude as Christians is ship, the vigorous thought, and the vital
It is not to be denied that whether we
eral Assembly shall by law prescribe regula- I trust you feel that it is well done. If that of unswerving and eternal
hostility.
consider the state of the world at large, tions “for the
piety which are indispensable prerequisites
enforcement of the prohibi- you feel that you could have done better,
if we, your. guides, and instructors, had
The Sophomore prize debate, Monday
or almost any portion of it, abroad or at tion herein contained, and shall hereby proto a successful ministry in these times;
home,
we find occasion for deep solicitude. vide suitable penalties for the violation of the been more faithful, you must pardon us, afternoon in the Main Street church, was and we trust that these new graduates are
We have meant
No Christian denomination is exempt—al] | provisions thereof.” This amendment has tainly shall pardonto yoube faithful. We cer. a8 decidedly interesting discussion of a to exemplify in all their coming work, not
for anything that
rather out of the way subject for American only the zeal which is begotton of a desire
find need of humiliation and a fresh con- been adopted by upwards of 30,000 fhajority. may have seemed to us neglect of
duty,
Let
all
good
men
rejoice.
Much
You
of
thé
who
honor
of
go
away
can do much for the sophomores : Would the condition of Great to save souls, but also the efliciency, the
secration to the work. While all are
this victory
college.
We who stay can do much for Britain be Improved
making advances into new fields, their work of women.is due to the faithtul, untiring you.
by adopting a Repub- tact, the prevailing and edifying power,
' Do not at any time hesitate to make
lican form of Government?
work is far from being. commensurate to
known any of your troubles to your
The affirma. which all theological training that is worth
Alma tive
from all appropriate fofms, we know Mater. She will defend ou,
was maintained by Messrs. W. I). anything must surely develop and render
the vastly increasing demands: While of Aside
a8
a
mother
no better way of observing the * glorious defends her children. Woe
available,
much is done to strengthen the things that Fourth”
may fil Wilson, E. R. Chadwick, and Aaron Beede;
our places, you will find sympathy
than to seek a fresh inspiration of the
the negative by Mr.C. S. Flanders and
The graduates have accepted calls to the
remain, and sustain 61d interests, in num- spirit of our noble hymn * America.” “Long
authorities of this college. .. But in the
it can
an young
s,
lady following churches, and will at once enter
erous instances there are deterioration, may our land be bright with freedom’s holy be only human sympathy. But the college Miss—yes, admjring reader
will help’you in seeking Divine sym
—Miss Es L. Knowles, Bates means to upon their labors; J. M. Remick, Cape
light.” From the dread evils that threaten our
decay, and desolation,
:
athy.
She will take you hy the hand, and
go with give yonng Indies as good a chance as Elizabeth, Me., ¥. E. Briggs, Parkman,
There is no pleasure in contemplating nation, our institutions, the church, and our you into the presence
of (ody your father young
“protect us with thy might, great God, and
gentlemen, and that is why Miss and Abbott, Me., J. R. Franklin, Gorham,
our own waning interests East or West— | =homes,
your friend. Emerson sald to
King.” the Annie Louise Cary heads the list in
boys of Dartmouth,—two of
foand- and Little Falls, Me., L. C. Graves, 2d
to learn of a church once thronged, blesswhom are lug
a
specia
now
l
fund
here,—fo
for
rty
the
college
. The Wilton, and New Sharon, Me., A. L. Morey,
years Ago: “You can
For a long time we have doubted the proed with revivals and all prosperity, now
very soon learn all that society
audience should have been larger, notwith- Gray, Me., and G. O. Wiggin, ‘Bristol,
priety
can
of
teach
set
sermons
on funeral ocetsfons,
dwindling, scattered, dying—to learn’ of
of
you for one while. Its
N. H.
routine and standing the time of day and the numerous
large sections, whole Quarterly Meetings, once so common, but supposed there might be Indefinite multiplication foolish
of halls, concerts, coming exercises of the week.
| .. The exercises of the Alumni Association
‘an exception in the case of ministers. There rides, theaters,
The
Bates
can teach you
once growing, thriving, influential, now now
more faculty have done much
seems
to be a better way, even for than a few can. Then, accept the no hint
“id
to stimulate the in’the evening were marred,—as usual, we
going to decay and death. Something these cases. tous
of
shame
Some Quarterly Meetings have ad.
of spiritual - emptiness and waste interest of the students ian public debate, are sorry to say, by an incomplete promust be done ; what shall it be?
which true ‘nature gives you, and
opted the custom of a general attendance
and with excellent success, as such exer- gramme, This year, however, the orator
“We consider now but one thing-—the ministers at the funeral of one of their of the and hida; lock the deor; shut the retire
stat.
cises
as that of Monday afternoon: demonwas ill, and therefore excusable. The
numters:
then welcome the imprisoning
need of laborers. Not so.much numbers, ber, wit
a service
h
made up of several brief
poem was delivered by the Rev. A. L.
successful contestant,
ur I, ‘mitage of nature. Re-colle rain, strate. The
as
ct the
These are perhaps sufficient. But labor- addresses by such as may be agreed upon in | ihiiits
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Somewhere, we thought, a dainty form
In robes of spetless white,
Lies on a flower-stréwn cot, unclasped
By mother’s arms to-night.
Two little hands with white buds filled

Book Table.
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They live with their aunt, who is- very
poor. Susie has been an invalid for two

These little words contain.

Eyes bright and blue as skies of June, *
Sweet, laughing, speaking eyes,
Are closely pressed beneath white lids
No voice of love can raise.
i
Soft lips with laughter rippling sweet
As trill of forest birds, Give back to-night no answering kiss
No murmurs of sweet words,

* You frightened him so he didn’t dare.
He and his sister Susie are orphans,

ASTORY WITH A MORAL.

‘‘ Don’t cross a bridge until you come
;
as long as | to it.” There was once a man and wothey lasted, but they are all gone now."
LIFE IN SHAKESPEARE.
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Of sharp and bitter pain
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were any one’s who cared for them.”
‘* Why didn’t he say so then?”
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“I know it, but I think he thought th ey

There came this message brief;
Only three words; we copied them
And thought how much of grief,.
Of sorrow, loss and loneliness,

and
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‘ Baby is dead!” Along the wires,

you
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“Do you think you did just right,
Madge, in being so severe with the boy?
He didn’t really intend to steal.”
‘“It looked very much like it.”

‘“How

along ?” he asked.
ey
‘“ We got along very well

eh
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any one could be lonesome or homesick

ing their way up stream, and in the direc-

girl ran to her and asked,”

*¢ Will
for baby
tor says
can only

youy/please give me a few roses
May? She is sick and the docshq can’t live, but I know if she
have some flowers she will get

in this pleasant village.”
Madge laughed. * That doesn’t
seem
very consistent, I'll admit.
But I'm
lonesome all the same.”
well; for she keeps asking for them al]
‘* Why, Madge, I don't see how
you. the time, und we haven't any.”
can be -lonesome in this beautiful
Madge gave her a bouquet and promised
place.
Just look at those lovely roses!
May I to bring another the next day.
have one for my button hole?”
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»
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bunch apd banding them to him
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Don’t
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indignantly.
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fellow

“I only want a pitty rose

“ You shan't have one.

And

if you

Madge

to

the. darkened

child lay. ©"

silently followed,

room

and looked

upon the quiet face of the little sleeper.

Very pretty she looked in her white robe,

with the roses Madge

ber hands.

had

given

Lesh

her in

* She was so pleased with the roses,”
said the little girl, * that 8he held them

in her hand all the time, and died still
holding them.” Dear little May, why

did you die?

Now I have no sister,” said

the girl kissing the cold
dead sister.

cheek of her

bite

“I will bringa wreath for the coffin in
the morning,” said Madge as she left the

house.

Te
-€Ver try to steal my roses agai
)
n, I'll tell
+80 some of Madge's cherished white
father and he) whip you,
” said Madge roses went into a4
wreath for baby May's
| Beverely,
dy
\
coffin...
0.
~The little fellow looked frig
ne
htened and
The last rose had blossomed, and
Just ready to cry as he
street,

fT

wy

went down

iH

the Madge carried them “to Susie.

gat

way home she met Mr. Gordon,

On her

*

tion of a shoal, wh ich was a foot or

My

second

is in

more

My fourth

My whole

:

once they arranged

themselve

dashed them back in confa glon. A ‘mo-.
ments rest and. they are.
Again in the
spragey waters, with Tikd'ye
8. For an

the

is in

apple

which

sometimes

we

twirl

is the book of all books in the world.

.

:

8.°C.

Hl

tion

My 10, 87, 7, 22. 68, is an article of furniture.

.
S
My 17, 56, 68, 40, is a river.
My 46, 28, 32, 41, is the name of a wise man.
1 My 8,62, 19, 3, 65, 84, 12, 15, 66, 70, is a

;

;

:

. My 49.81 33,21, 45, 15, 61, is a virtue.

My

is ;
nent,

ntain

the

bh

Al Sha

Western

conti-

their effonts,

+4;

57,18,

61,85,

w

10, i a

rls name.

63. 23, 18 an English poet. .

scale the shoal—it seomed. impassable,
but they were determined to cross. ft.

sod they never

pC

by an infamous life, ~Beecher.

4 CTT

2
3

A vessel,
To Jour,

5

a oo Drew measure;

en

(Answers
in two
. weeks.)
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shall see God.

.

:

13 1 ve

B

Espinos A
A . h nd 1 3
y
non.

Fryeburg

from PLiladelphia

spectus of a Biographical Dictionagh

Sense

works thal have
and

abroad.

"F.V.

ey,

sold largely
editors

and

in

judges,
notable

|Manufucturers -mow

living

of

other

this country

propose

‘politicians
inventors,

Van

author

some account vot only of prominent

divines,
but of

pro-

of « Men

by

in Busfneds,”

The

a

to

give

authors,

and professors,
engineers
and

in:

the | United

readers

who

may think they are entitled to a place in
| Work,to send for an explanatory circular the
to
either of the editors, Box 2056 P. 0., Philu8, c.

+

for th

TO

varnishes; in short,

of the endless variety

proofs

of matt

stitute the daily pabulumof aer bookwhich conang job
office,—~ and

in all these, style has its requ
irements.
Af all this be borne in mind,
it will not seem
surp
rising, espe

cially when we reflect
that all
individuals in their progress
toward a perfect
civilizati

on are not

yet within sight of their

goal,—it will not seem

surprising, if uow and
then an irate brother shou
ld rush into the
proof-reader’s presence, excl
aiming, ** What
do
you mean,

sir?

I thought

thing, but it appears I don’t!

I

knew

some-

Here

you have
put‘ Hudson street’ with a little
s, and + Hud.
son River’ with a capital XR:
what sort of wark
do you call that? Should this

schooled reader has but to reply
,

dear sir, is the uniform

occur,
“ That,

style of ’ this offic

the
my

e,—
we always‘ put things ’ as you
Have stated,”
and the questioner is satisfied, and
apologetically withdraws.
/

As no acknowledged literary Dietator has

‘arisen since Johnson (if we ékcep
t Webster),
and as we have no good grounds to
expect one,
let us hope there may be ga convention
of the
learhed ‘men of the United States,
with full
powers to legislate upon, and finally
settle, all
questions of orthography, pun tuati
on, and
‘style, and autho
i
rized to Bing
punjsohh-literary die8 ente
by banis
rshment
,
from the Republic of
Letters.

Were there a common and acknowledged
delphia, Pa. The work promises to
be of | 4 uthority
to which printer, . publisher, proofgreat value to journalists
in preparing
reader, and author could appeal, the eye,
[Obituaries of prominent citizens.
the
pen, and the press would be relieved,of
much
sil
IX»
a seless labor, and the cost of books would be

STYLE IN PRINTING,

d are the pure in Hears

04. 1. Ruse, use. 2. Roar, oar.
ape, 4, Btint, tint,
B,
La m B

:

this

States,'and we advise any of our

DIAMOND.
in Noosa
A tonfotiant,

1.

take any thing. I did not see how these
little people of the brook could possibly

The worst prison is not ‘of stone,
It is of a throbbing heart, outraged |

We have received

““ Common

8,

|

the gentleman, ‘ here is my lesson. ‘Ill
never again give up trying whe
I yndern

This was their purpose,

he closed

Artsdalen and Edwin T, F

ell,” said

ceased trying until they were sporting in
the waters above if, 1 shall never give
up again."— Kind Words.

which

of the Time,” to be edited

each time gaining some little advantage. My 36.5 b4, 40, 67, 18
one whom Christ
At last, after scores and scores of trial
1
7
a,
,
88,
31,
29. 18 throwing,
they bounded over the shoal into the 5 My wh
ié dt
or Scripture, 8
beautiful lakelet, seemingly 0 bappiest |
Mary,
wi ;

little folksin the world.

with

perora-

oration forty-eight years before,
Published
by A. Williams & Co.; Boston,
Mass., and A.
F. & C. W. Lewis, Fryeburg,
Me, For sile
by all newsdealers and booksellers.
SE)CG
ei

14, b, 59, 44, 18,83, 64, 43, 42, 7, 47, 28,

he

hour or moreith
ey repea
wk

self a proficient in the treatment of
subjects
connected with the science of government,a
nd
to have already commenced that
profound
study of the Constitution of his country
which
afterwards gave him the proud title
of its
great expounder and defemder. It
is a re.

July 17, 1850, concluded with the
same

I am composed of 70 letters,
+My 8, 38, 63, 48, 38, was an ancient writer.

ower,

this Fryeburg effort. In this oration the
speak-

er will be seen to have thus early ‘shown
him-

markable fact that the last speech made
by
Webster in the Senate of the United
States,

No. 58,

like a. lit-

foaming li(tle shoal, but the rapid current

in

ENIGMA.

ing out the best course to pursue theim
Journey to: the unexplored litle lakelés |
thatlay just above the ah I. All at
tle column of soldiers, and darted up the

dawns

bake
My fifth is in stone which young David

tinue their journey aoy further?” He soon

further up the
and look-

which

My third is in bread, but not in cake,

high, and over which the clear sparkling
waters were leaping. They halted a
moment or two as if to survey the surroundings.
‘* What now ?” idquired the
gentleman ; ‘can these little fellows con-

saw that they wanted to go
stream, and wet® only resting

light

t:

Every office hasa style—an

HA6Y | detalls—peculiur to itself.

“Correspondingly reduced.—

arrangement

of

Helps for those who

From Hi

Write, Print,

and

0% Read.

Ta one, “ Govern-

8. Rape [ ment”is spelled with h capital; in a
Mr. Raymond L. Newcomb, who was
second,
the
“ government” is upelt with a lower-case “‘g”; | uturali
n
st of the Jeannette A rotic expedition,is
!
in this office, the four seasons are alway
now in Hartford, Conn., reading the proofs of
s
\
¥ Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter*; in the forthcoming ¢ History of the Jeannette
that, they are “ spring, summer,” ete., havin
g Arctic Expedition.” Phe book will be fully
| capitals only when personified: and se of a illustrated,
many of the engravings
being
thousand other

cases fn capitalization,

In this -from sketches made during the expedition.
‘

Pe

Me
= 80
Ad LSet
he

he p-— CF

LSS

=P

mlz

—

JUNE ROSES.

PF

lar work,

with

contact

constant

were in

their children; and the “many. symbols,
with
rites snd ceremonies connected
these institutions, were used by them as
so many illustrated narrativesof the deal“nes of God. It is this circumstance
which accounts for the fact that the name

« school” does

the Bible

occur’ in

not

to the Babylonish captivity.

previous

When the Jews became entangled in
foreign affairs, and when they engaged

in commercial transactions with other nations, which involved the absence of the

to the fact that the Mormons marry young

girls, so immature that “their babes receive unskillful attention. Many Mormon
girls are

mothers

at

16,

aud

not

quently earlier. Then, too, the
ties are less strong; the word ‘
means less, as well as the word
er,” and as for home, it is notthe
spot op earth.

infre-

family
father”
*‘moth.dearest

to be “established

crowded part of the own,

iver which had to be crossed
toitthat the

saw

nor near a
in-

an

by

The father himselt,

Senre bridge.
ril.

densely

most

the

in

as a

should be

child

in th class at the proper time. . Even so
distingsished a doctor as Rabbi b. Huna,
neve

took

had tak§

of his

of study yursued
more exthsive.

the

breakfast

his on to school.

prophets,

until

in the metropolis
Extracts from the

and

the

he

The course

sayings

was
law,

of the

sages, howsver, -constitued the lessons of
all childrenalike.
Thus we are told that

the children had scrolls on which were
+ Written passiges of Scripture, sush as the
Shema,
ars

the Za/lel or Festival Hymns, and
.the History of Creation. Instruction was
imparted in questions and answers, or

in

a catechetical form. After the master had
delivered his dicta or theme, the pupils

asked different questions,

which

he fre-

quently answeredby parables or counter
liestion. Sometimes the teacher intro“uced the subject by simply asking =

Uivetiay ane
cession, which

{with it. The renlies
the master at last termina-

ted by pointing out the most
answer,

Thus

when

the

appropriate

celebrated

R.

Jochanan b. Zakkai, who flourished about
thirty years before Christ, wanted to inform his disciples what was the most desirable thing for a man to secure, he
asked them, ** What is the best thing for
a man to possess?” One replied ** A kind
nature ;" another, ‘“ A good companion ;”
another, “A good neighbor;” another,
‘“ The power to foresee consequences;”
whilst Eleazar said, “ A good heart.”
Whereupon R. Jochanan remarked, *‘ I
prefer Eleazar’s answer to yours, for in it
all

vour

amswers

are

comprehended.”

What a striking illustration this mode

of

versing with

a Mormon,

he warns

him

against such unhallowed association, and
that heis

imperiling

his

soul.

rialize Utah, and govern the country
as it
does the District o¥*Columbia.
You can

not prove polygamous marriages.
The
Mormons cover their tracks skillfully.
Their leaders are shrewd as foxes. Several of them, including Canon, are Englishmen. The rank and file are ignorant
and superstitious. Most of them are foreign-born.
I doubt not the Edmunds bill
may do something—but it is not an heroic
It may render

disreputable

or

polygamy -more

unpopular

among

the

younger classes, but it will not effect any

radical reform.

When so large a major-

they met in the street, and not to respond

lo & salutation was regarded as committaga Ttobbery. An ordinary man was
greeted with the words, ** Peace be with
thee ;" a teacher, * Peace be with thee,
my teacher and my master ;” and a king,
** Peace be with thee, my king, peace !”
- These salutations were not only current
'n the time of Christ, and were used by

oursSaviour himself,

but

0 the East to this day.

are

still

heard

** Seven things,”

or pecuniary compensation.

all negotiations

fail,

and

1fin a feud

Kanukh

and the territory put

under

direct

Con-

gressionai control. Congress has a counstitutional right thus to act, and only
when it thus acts will polygamy be effectively reached.”
I am impressed with the fact that the

Mormons

'

feature of their theocracy in a half ap.l-

ogetic manner.

One of them said

to me

this afternoon: * There is not half of ts

who have more than one wife. Ne man
is allowed to have more wives than he
can well support. There is no happier,

more thrifty people 6n the globe than the
Mormons.
-Qur motto is, ‘Busy as the

bee.”

The Mormons

are rapidly

Mormon recruits gathered by the proselyters in various parts of Europe—poor,

ignorant and

deluded people, the future tithe-payers of
the theocracy. ' On one train I noticed a
dozen or more flat cars lodded with canvas covered emigrant wagons.
Each
wagon was full of women and children—
a weary and ragged and soiled crowd. It
is this persistent recruiting system which,
gives Mormonism so much wealth and
numbers.
The converts in the territories
are few.

Indeed, all through

this

tryare Protestant missionaries who
constantly winning recruits trom

coun-

are
the

Mormon church, women, especially, who

Pe

>

RELIGIOUS HISTORY OF CHINA.
Religious ‘proselytism and conquest
have marke
d

the an

of

China,

z

of

Other countries of Asia, Therd seems
to
have been an Oriental civilization
congouporaneous with that of Egypt and

J dja.

Emigration from the Northwest
‘aiiodtced new interpretations of
on
pi: pew civilization, Alexander religi
extend5d bie conquests and seeds of Weste
rn
br a and philosophy to the borders
o
Ina several centuries before Christ.
Home made less extensive and palpa
fo monstrations in Eastern Asia, but ble
difi
rays of Roman culture and empir
e.
ub © thirteenth century the Venetian
rothers Polo, after sojourning
twenty
years

Fours

in China, opened commercial interwith the Celgstial Empire.
Co-

lumbus, Juspired by the Polos’

descri

Jong of the East, endeavored to find ptients} empire by a. Westward passa the
ge,
Bo
thus discovered America—maki
© Qiscovery and glory of the Westeng
rn
Continen due to the fame of China.

uddhism, the
Shiered Chtoa in

Reformation
the seventh

Lieut. C. E. 8. Wood, gives in the July

Century his experience ‘‘ Among the
Thlinkite in Alaska.” . The article is full
of anecdotes and descriptions of aboriginal customs, including the following curious account of the status of widows:
It was difficalt to ascertain the exact
law of succession among the Thlinkits,
but the chiefship
seems to follow the
direct tine, though, as in all other savage
nations, thisis scarcely a rule, for the
lineal heir may be set aside in favor of a
more acceptable man. In the inheritance
of personal property the collateral is preferred

to

the

lineal

relationship.

The

wives, or more properly the widows,being
personal ‘property, pass to the collateral
next of kin of their husband's

totem,

for

the marriage of two people of the sare
totem is considered a kind of incest. The
widow, in any event, takes with hér such
possageions as have always been pecu-

larly her own.

She also

takes

her

dren’s inheritance, which may account for
the habit of regarding the male collaterally next of kin as proper heir. If there
be no male survivor competent to receive

Mohammedanism gained access and
multiplied votaries in the following, centuries; also

Jews founded, in some parts
of the Empire, their faith, and
a feeble

the widow, or if he purchases

freedom

with goods, she then passes into the open

Tage of Hebrews are still found there
exa ting Moses above Guatama und
above

rn
dy do!
T

ALASKAN WIDOWS.

own infant children ; naturally, then, she
would take to her new husband the chil-

of Asia,
century ;

matrimonial

market,

attractions.

hes
’

Nervou s Headache In 5 Minutes! Billous
Headache In 5 Minutes!
Neuralgia In 8
Minutes!
Dandruff and Diseages of the
Scalp!
Prevent Fa!'ing Halr and Balds
ness!
Promptly Arrest Promature Qray=
ness!
Make the Halr grow Long and
Clossy ! The continued
use of PVis, etc.
works irreparable Injury.
Ask any Physle

|

bolized in the wolf), the God of War, be
unpropitious, and send private war, then
the principal antagonists, with. their totemic adherents, don their helmets and

clan.

coats of paint, and stand facing each oth-

Will

erin two lines, each line “holding to a
rope with the left hand, and wielding

heavy khives with

the right.

They

a

ad-

vance, and hack and hew, with more
yells than bloodshed, until one side .or
the other cries the Thlinkit for peccavi.

In this duel, any warrior violates
code who lets go the rope with the
hand,

unless

he

be

wounded,

or

torn

then

|

7

Brilliant Results.
There can not be found, in the journals of
any school of medicine, an account of such

during, the

Obituaries.
Notice.

_ Thissell.—In East Corinth, Me., May 16.,
Hon. John Thissell, aged 78 years. Bro.
Thissell was born in Newbury N., H., in 1804. He
came to Corinth in 1830, where he has since
resided, being mainly occupied in farming.
By industry and economy he amassed an independent fortune.
He was highly esteemed
in town, and held the office: of. first selectman
twenty years, and was sent three times to the
legislature, twice as senator. Of undoubted
integrity and high moral worth, he always enjoyed the fullest confidence and respect of all,
while his rare good sense eaused
his eounsel
to be sought.
In 1841 he professed the Christian faith and remained faithful from that day
to his death. His house was always open to

good,
and especially
God's
faithful servants,
He was kind and benevolent to the
poor and gave liberally to every cause where |
is good judgment led him to think his money
would do good.
He was very generous to
God's servants whose whole life was given to
gospel work.
He was very cautious about
aiding religious enterprises whose issue was
doubtful.
Of large public spirit, he was pat3

Sprague.—~-Amos Sprague
died
at Elk
Creek, N. Y., April 14, 1882, in his 82d year.
He was born in the town ‘of Culles, Vt., and
when a child came with his
parents to Chenango Co., N. Y., where he Pe
until April
30, 1826, when he married Polly Gellman.
Soon after he removed to Steuben Co., where
he lived over fifty
years.
Some fifty years

since he united with the F. B. church

of Tus-

carora where he remained a worthy member
until some twenty years since when he united
with the 2d Woodhull church, where he conHe
tinued a faithful member untll death.”
was a man of few words, but lived so con-

sistenta Christian life that noone was disposed
to doubt his sincerity

or

to speak

fully of the cause

of

Christ on

sermon

by

the

Funeral
23:10.

disrespect-

with

her pecuniary

Sometimes the heir rebels

i

Ling,

le Mo

Eo

bu

w

bi

d: WIR
v
Brushes which
Injure
the Scalp and promote
Baldness.

Soon as

earnest

Christian.

When

ars,

receive the

MONEY

«

plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation
tion, Falling and Displ
ts, and the

IF

NOT

AS

is an

§

REPRESENTED,

410.

What can he fairer?

ye

It will at all times and under all circums
_harmony with the laws that govern the femele systeni,
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of sither sex this
Cempound is unsurpassed.
a
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDis prepared at 233 and 2:5 Western Avenue,
~* Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottlesfor 5. Sent by mail
inthe form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. P: inkham
freelyanswers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamph-

Address as above.

Mention this Paper.

No family should be
and

PILLS.

torpidity

"AF

They

without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
cure

constipation,

of the liver.

Soll by

biliousness,

25 cents per box.

sll Druggists. <@a

fo
_— THE BEST

FOR MAN AND BEAST.
EXTERNAL

Li REMEDY
—

For

Catarrh.

4]

merits.

d

:nt by mail on receipt of

Pp
ci

an Medicine Co.,” Man=i'e by leading druggists.
Boston, General Agents.

;

'AYEir'> SARSAPARILLA
For Purifying the Blood.
This

fhe

of
AY

SOLD

8Y

ALL

and

$5 a

Weighs up to 25 Ibs,

Sells at

sell on Jen.

Students,

for

ade

ih Or |

J
v7

%A YEAR and expenses to agents.
Outfit free. Address P. 0. Vick=

ery, Augusta,

Me,

1y35

‘Worth of
$1 First-Class SHEET MUSIC
Buy fifteen bars of Dobbins’ Electric
any grocer; cut from eack wrapper the

Fogy and Mrs. Enterprise, and mail to us, with
1
name and address, and we will'send ydu free o
expense, your own selection from .the followin.
list of Sheet Music, to the value of One Dollar.
absolutely GUARANTEE that the music is unabri
d, and sold by first-class music houses at the
following prices:
INSTRUMENTAL.
Price

Artist's Life Waltzes, (Kunster Leben,)
op 316, Strauss
Ever or Never Waltzes, (Toujours ou Jamais,) Waldtewsel
Chasse Infernale, Grand Galo ps Brilliant, op. 23, Kolling
Turk ish Patrol Reveille,
.
.
.
Krug
Pirates of Penzance, (Lanciers,)
D'Athert
Sirens Waltzes,
.
vv
.
. Waldteusel
Fatinitza, Potpourri,
Suppe
Miseotte, Potpourri,
Audran
Trovatore, Potpourri,
Ver
ilWilson
Night on the Water, Ldyl,
op. 93,
Rustling Leaves,
.
.
+ op. 68, Lange
VOCAL.
Patience, (The Magnet and the Churn),
+ Sullivan
Olivette, (Torpedo and the Whale.)
‘
Audran
When

DEALERS

FREE
Soap or

picture of Mrs

I am

Near Thee,

(English

and

German

words),

BN

GO
GO
85
40

Abt

40

Who's at my Window,
.
.
.
Oshorne
Lost Chord,
+ Sullivan
My Dearest Heart,
Sullivan
Life's Best Hopes,
.
‘
Meininger
Requited Love, (4 part Song.)
H
.
Archer
Slecp while the Soft Evening Breezes, (4 part Song,) Bishop
e Gloaming,
2
Harrison
n
be True,
Vickers
Tnde r the Eaves,
Winner
Free Lunch Cadets,
en
Sousa

| 85
40
85
40
85
85
30
35
85
85

in

If the music selected amounts to just 81, send only
the 15 pictures, your name and address. If in excess
0!

A Rare Opportunity for Ladies, Ministers,

Teachers

Address

and

others wanting Piling employment,

J, 0. MeCURDY & 00., 9

Philadelphia, Pa.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
Bells
of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
Schools, Fire

Alarms, Farms, ete,

WARRANTED.

FULLY

Catalogue sent Free.

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

1y1

BALL'S HEALTH PRESERVING
id i iid
ORSET
Is made Perfectly Adjustable
to
iiny
form
by a new and novel
ii he
arrangement in construction,
and is the most COMFORTA.
BLE wd PERFECT FIT.
TING corset known,
Is Approved by the Best
hysiclans.
For «ale by all leading dealers.

&

O*2

ery

10k

St

- MONEY REFUNDED

PRICE BY MAXL, $1 50.

iY

Lady Agents
gio

wanted.

buyi
can

ect music
to the amount of %4.50.

improves with age, and you are not asked to buy a
Lr Fe article, but one you use every week ;
y

AUTOMATIO

FISHER.
SAMPLE BY MAIL, 25 CENTS.
AGENTS WANTED,
NOVELTIES

Rh
Novolty

Lx

Mfg. Co., 821 Cherry S%., Phila., Pa.

ys Ie,”
the “inner
Clemmer, Itportra
Mary
ts ud rial Marvels snd Mysteries of the Capitol;
life

at the
ite House and of all its
the wonders and inside workings of
es it)’
Engravin,
x
anted.
Ladiesdo LA ve Brive Terms given. Send forcirculars
to the
10,
PUBLIS.
G 00., Hartford, Conne
Soa.

by po

FOX:HARMO NSO

MYER MF

CMART

HIN

BELLSGQ

Church, 8chool, Fire-alarm, Fine-toned, low-priced, warrant
ed. Catalogue with 1500testimonials, prices,
etc., sent free, -

Blymyer

Manufacturing

S. M. PETIENGILL
:

Chemists.

The result of years of patient study and
travel, A
book to
charm the young, delight the old, interest the student ; a book
for everybody.
The style is elegant and forcible; the langauge pure and pleasing. Finely and appropriately illustrated,
artistic binding.
Commended by the press and clergy.
Will

and

heels

Domestic ScALECO, C

Lowell, Mass.

DRUGGISTS AND
IN MEDICINES.

VANDUZEN

ARTICLES and FAMILY SOALE.

Rich Phosphates of Wheat solution are easil
assimilated.
In Wheat Bitters is the only practi.
cal way to get them. Read adv’c carefully.

BY

Analytical

ARE
FFER

Iron,

of com-

Dr. March's Creat WORK Just Qut.
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With their departure health returns.
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Its effects are in
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Potash

-makes

— plaints which are very
~ prevalent and afllicting.
t purifies
the blood,
urges out the lurking
i
8 humors in the system,’
that un@termine health and settle into troublésome
disorders. "Eruptions of the skin
are the appearance
on the surface of humors th&t should be expelled
from the blood.
Internal derangements are the
determination of these same humors to some inter.
nal organ or organs, whose’ action they derange,
and whose substance
they disease and destroy.
AYER’S SARSAPARILLA axpels these humors fronr
the blood,
When they are gone, the disorders
they produce {isappoar, such as Ulcerations of
the Liver, Stomach, Kidney, Lungs, Eruptions and
Eruptive Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony’s Fire,
Rose or Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotchés,
Boils, Tumors, Tetter and Salt Rheum,
Scald
Head, Ringworm, Ulcérs and Sores, Rheumatism,
Neurhlgia, Paio in the Bones, Side and Head, Female!
Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhcea arising
from internal ulceration
and uterine diseases,
Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and General De-

Practical

ing full diréctions for the
treatment of above diseases.
Price 25 cts. and. 60 cts. per,
bottle. Sold everywhere.
|
Henry, Johnsen & Lord, Proprietors,
Burlington, Vi.

selling

of

Altera.
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Knitting Silk.
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/, tives, Sarsaparilla, Dock,
Stillingia,
and
Man.
drake, with the Iodides

most cases

visited

a

great

than any other medicine I
sv. 4. F, Strout, Saccarappa,
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I have been suffering from chronic ca‘ve positive relief from your Wild
“wr
oparnia Troches.
They have

all other

@Galls, Strains,
Sores, &o., on

Yarmo

“‘ The box of troches sent to me proved

Pains and Aches.
Remedy

?

Bronchitis.

Me., March 3.

Sprains, Bruises,
Burnsand Scalds,
Sciatica, Backache,
mmm Frosted Feet and
It is a safe, sure,

and Lungs.

immediate relief.” —[Rev. R. A. York,

CRAMPS,

effectual

All

“1 think thetrial box of Warren’s Troches
you
sent is doing me
much goed.
Having been
troubled many years with bronchitis I have tried
various remediz®; so far none have given su

FOR—
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Offices

.
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and

Maine, Fe}. 27.

bility.

REEUHATISH,
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Checks, Drafts,

throat and fungs.”—[ Rev. N. Stackpole, Plymouth,

gestion,
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.

LIVER

ok

CORTICELL| I

“ Whe.
Or. Warren’s Wild Cherry.
and Sargapy...... Lroches I was suffering with a
cold and they helped me at once.
I have found
them supenor to anything I ever. used for the

for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Pro stration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and India

let.

in the hands of Mayor

L REMEDY
“3hs, Colds, Bron=

virseness,
;ables.

and Ulcera
+
co
q

an early stage of development.
The tendency to cancerous humorsthereis checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall eraving

he

Stock-breeders and bar.keepers agree that there
is profit in Shorthorns,

excellent, Hair It

WARRIXN’S

rer

Isa Positive Cure

Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
*
It will dissolve and expeltumors from the uterus in

in his sickness by Rey. Dr. Porter, who at.
|. tended his funeral.- A father, mother and two
brothers feel most keenly the death of this. ‘ab-

»

a few minutes.

POOL SILER!
AND Tw

so common: to our best female population.

Dow.—Mr. Frank Dow, died in Fitzroy,
Australia, April 10, 1882, of scrofula, after a
sickness of about two years.
Frank left his
home at Northwood, N. H.,
with Forrest and
Frank Colbath of Farmington and others about
three years ago. Although far away: from home
and among strangers, he found many friends
who were attentive to his wants, while the
young men who went with him cared for

sent son.

It cures my headaches

VE EET A HEAP

It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Come

AM.

was

RETURNED

DR.

gr
for all those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses

would walk to church, two miles distant, and
labored with an interest that showed that his
Master’s cause
lay nearest his heart.
His
sickness was long;. but he was willing
to
abide the Lord’s time. The church lostin
Bro.
H. a faithful worker.
His example is one

him to the last as a brother... He

*

which will be

Brush, 1 not well satisfled with

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
(VEGETABLE COMPOUN D.

the earliest F. B.
This church was
Bowdoinham Vil.
and Humphrey
conscientious and

worthy of imitation.

on receipt of $3.00,
represented.

Remittances shonld be made payable to
. A. SCOTT. 84°32 Broadway, New
York. They can be made in
Currency,
or Stamps, LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRAD E. , . Agents
4
Wan! ted in every T Town.
Send for a Qircular of our Dr. Scott's Llectric Flesh

-

mem-

past * seventy,

Saratoga.

Dr. Scott’s Electric Hair Brush,

Inclose 10 cents extra and we guarantee safe delivery into your hands; or willsend it
ing. Dut expressbye: xnress, C. 0. D., at your expense, with privilege of opening and
age adds considerably to your cost. Or requ est your nearest Druggist or Fancy Store to ob
tainone for you, and be sure Dr. Scotts name ison the Box.
.

your bargain, write us, and we will return the money.
been placed
r and Postmaster James of New York, 23) Bi guarantee of good faith.
*

Hinkley.—Died
in
Bowdoinham, Me.,
April 10, Samuel
, Hinkley aged 81 years, 10
monthsiand 12 days.
Bro. Hinkley was born
in Brundwick and - came to Bowdoinham in
bers who was organized in
church in Bowdoinham.
organized Oct. 22, 1825, at
lage, by Elds. Geo. Lamb
Purington.
Bro. H, was a

.

“Icheerfully testify to the merits of

qd

#Fhe Propriotors of this PUblCAtion Know DE. Soott £0 be Tepectabia ABA Lrastworthy, & Brash has

Morris.—Elizabeth E., wife of William
Morris of Huntington, Gallia Co., O., died June

1820. "He was the last of the fourteen

IH

ik J

bd

We will send it on trial, postpai
returned I

Mention this Paper,

his account.

writer from Num.
G. DONNOCKER,

A

A BEAUTIFUL BRUSH, r8570i3s.

for DR. SCOTT'S.
KE NO O
See

and for the public.
For the excess over one hundred words, and for those sent by persons who do

not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
will accompany the copy at the rate of four cents
per line of eight words.
erses are inadmissible.

|

Many thousand similar Testimonials can be seen at our ofiice,

Ask

MAS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

3

of hair

IF NOT AS REPRESENTED.

Obituaries must be brief

perance and of every good and moral enterprise. When
I last saw him at his home, in
Deb, 1881, he-was firm in his faith in Christ
and looking
for the messenger of death every
day, though
able to attend to business.
His
fellow-citizens and Christians friends
part
with him with regret. He leaves a deeply
afflicted wife, one son, and a step-daughter,
Miss Carrie M. True, to mourn their loss.
Bro. Thissell had been a reader of the Star
more than forty years,
M. H. TARBOX.

produce

ALL DEALERS WILL REFUNB THE PRICE

:

past ten years, in a wide range of chronic diseases, by the new Compound Oxygen Treatment.
In a single number of our quarterly
journal, Health and Life, will be found a
record of cures, some of which would make
the reputation of any medical practitioner.
"Not a day in whith our large correspondence
with
patients
does
not bring
us
new
reports of cures, or amelioration of distressing
symptoms, or expressions of thankfulness and
gratitude for relief from pains which have
‘tortured for years, and for which no treatment had hitherto availed anything.
Our
Treatise on Compound Oxygen,
containing
large reports of cases and full information,
sent free. Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1109 and
1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia.

Particular

growth

Proprietors: The Pall Mall FleetrioAssocias
tion of London.
in
New York Branch: 842 Broadway. |

/

C. Bridgeman, D.D”»

brilliant cures as have been made,

2,ey

the
left

from it; when he has let go, he is
out of the fight and must retire.

positively

rapid

on bald heads, where the
glands and follicles are
not totally destroyed.

M. leaves a husband, son and many friends to
mourn their Joss.
M. L. HUNTLEY.

+0

el

ES

+ IT IS WARRANTED TO CURE
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(sym-

We are told, ** are seen in the conduct of are weary of this life of intolerable bond- 18, aged 28 years, 1 month and 20 days. . Sister
an educated man, and seven in the be- age. To offset this the Mormon women Morris was a faithful wife, good mother,
generous neighbor.
For several years
havior of an uveducated person.” An who are high in the church have organ- and
she was a faithful member of the Antioch
educated man will be quiet in the pres- ized a society and published a paper. Christian church of H. and was a zealous
ence of one more educated than himself; They hold meetings especially for wom- worker in the Sabbath-school and church.
Will not interrupt any one speaking ; will en. The divine origin of Mormonism is She suffered seven months with consumption
and bore her sufferings with Christian fortinot wive a hasty answer; will ask appro- especially insisted on. * * *
If any one wants to find out the work- tude. She said,‘* When I suffer most then I
Priate questions ; will give suitable anum the happiest.
Her strength
returned a
wers; will reply to the first, thing first ings of Mormonism, its blasting effect on few hours before death and she shouted
.
|
family
life,
he
has
but
to
spend
a
few
“Glory te God” in loud tones and exhorted
and the last thing last; and will candidly
become cer- her friends to ‘ live faithful Christian lives
Say when he does not know anything. The hours in Salt Lake City, to
reverse of these seven things will be seen tain that the Nation has not too soon by and meet her in heaven.” Kissing them she
said, * There is no darkness, it is all light; all
in the uneducated. This ‘may be regard- one hour become in dead earnest in the pain
left me now.
Oh, I am so happy!
I
determination to suppress this blasting alwayshas thought
ed 43 a far description of a boy's i
I should be happy when 1
tion, in the time of Christ.— Bible Edu- curse of polygamy.—Cor. Lewiston Jour- came to die. This is the happiest hour of my
nal.
life. Iam going up
to see mother.”
Sister
calor.

But

The

the betrayal of a
all demand blood

’

Not a Wire

honor

will not heal.

scorning of a widow,
maiden, and murder,

& silver compass Which accompanies each Brush.

ey chute Preple wy Mosman, uame Way svse aioli
ER A RYSTY, name and he

say, fet Saint and Sinner, Mormon and
Gentile, black and white be disfranchised

coloteaching furnishes of the questions put | nizing Nevada, Idaho
‘and Wyoming as
by our Saviour to His disciples in Mark | well as Utah.
.Yesterday we saw two
8: 27-30!
;
emigrant trains lodded with

In addition to the instruction (in the
Bible and in sayings of the sages, the
greatest care was then bestowed in teaching the children good manners. They
_ Were taught to salute every one whom

that money or goods

¢ What

do yon think of the Edmunds bill?” ¢ It
doen't fit the case,” he replied, * It
will be impossible to find a polygamist.
Already they are sending their wives off
into the country, and appointing monogamous successors. The only sure cure for
polygamy is for Congress to de-territo-

remedy.

seems to be no hurt to a Thlinkit’s

:

«I don't believe there is a really happy polygamous family in Utah,” remarked
tither from “home, thus depriving the a citizen to me this morning. The condichild of his natural teacher, then regular tion of the women is awfal. The women
sehools had to be established.
are taught that their souls cannot be
We possess minute information on the saved, except by getting a husband ; that
edwation of children, and the arrange- they are dependent on the men for salvamen of schools, which obtained after the tion. When they ask why this is so, the
Babynhish captivity and at the time of Mormon
propagandist replies:
¢ It is
Christ. A school and teacher was re- one of the inscrutable provisions of Provquired fo every five-and-twenty children. idence for the discipline and development
When thew were only forty children in a of women, a part-of the general law. of
conynunity, they were allowed to have vicarious. suffering.” The schools here
one master wd assistant. Not to im- are miserable. Deseret University is litpair the healthsr endanger the lives of tle more than a third rate High School.
the children, the'school was not allowed If a Mormon Bishop sees a Gentile con-

propor-
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fat sight.
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a

were
'secu-

mummy-like

tions I thought that here was reasonable
cause for war. . Sometimes a husband already liberally provided for will come
into a misfortune in the ‘shape of one or
more widows. The only escape is by
purchasing freedom.
In fact, there

Silk Co.,

year.

whole

sixth part of the

In these

All agree that the death rate smong
Mormon children far exceeds that of the
Gentile world. | In the cemetery there
are now. more children’s graves than you
will find in any other city, in proportion
to the population. I inquired the reason,
‘and was informed that it was due largely

her

BY OUR BEST PHYSICIANS.

3S.

a

upon

USED

Florence, |

fes-

o rural life, and whose Subbaths and

livals freed them from labor.more than
leisure hours the parents, who
strictly forbidden to engage In any

AMONG THE MORMONS.

led

to a people who

welcome occupation

a

was

duty

‘This natural

the teachers.

north and west, I saw a young fellow of
about eighteen years of age who had just
fallen heir to hi uncle’s widow.
AslI
looked

AND

. Which has won its wayto Royal favor in England, been cordially indorsed by the Princeand Prine
cess of Wales, and written upon by the Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone, is now brought
to the notice
of the American public. It cures by natural means, will Nays do good, never harm, and is
wr
a remedy lasting for many years, It should be used
y in place of the ordinary Hair
Brush, Tho Brush Handle is madeof a new odorless composition resemblin ebony; &
combination of substances PRODUCING A PERMANENT
FE
TRO
MAGNETIC CURRENT WHICH ACTS IMMEDIATELY roy oa hy
© HAIL GLANDS AND FOLL ICLES, This
power can
always

KNITTING SILK, with Sa

th
of teaching in ordinary families de- about to join issue with them from
fice
;
:
volved upon the parents. They were Pacific Coast.— Watch- Tower.

PRESCRIBED

Silk, sent on receipt of 3-cent

West,
and now

*

-

the

os

h

from

extorl.ya proper recompense.
thé AsOfiques, ‘further to the

Ta-

her missions

4%

her

CE

bounty

enforce

of this Cut

the

to

for using FLORE

ered by the prophets on the festivals, the

upon

of the people. When will Christianity
gain a conquest as extensive, but more
spiritual and permanent? Is not the greatest
spiritual conflict of the ages now pending
between Christianity and the old faiths
of the world ? She is approaching them by

either

Description

and that the parents of our Saviour and

he apostles acted in accordance with it.
With the exception of princes, who had
prophets to educate their
Baty
jriests and
children, and the public lectures deliv-

provinces—pensioners

right or
Among

being

him,

ted rules

This is all the more interesting to us
«ince there can hardly be any doubt that
this rule existed in the time of Christ

and nuns were turned out of homes and
employment, and scattered in different

the object

as he can rally around

over S5Q other valuable #lu

the Talmud.

at fifteen

and

thrown, 40,000 lesser religious establishments were destroyed, 260,000 monks

of his totem

(Erne

Mishna,

the

ten

at

and refuses
to accept his former sister-in)
law, cousin, aunt, or whatever she may
be. Then her totemic or family relatives wage war on the insulter and such:

is the Hope of the Race.

boy

‘ofefive the
are told that * at the ag

|
|
|
|

X

necessa. nmence, the Talmud found it
Thus we
determine the. period.

| Mohammed. = Now
Protestant Christian missions ‘are being established.
Perhaps the greatest revolution in religious history occurred when Buddhism,
coming from its Indian home, established itselfin China and the Orient generally. All lands belonging to the old
priestly orders were confiscated, and all
temples and symbols of the old faith
destroyed ; 4,600 monasteries were over-

Health of Woman

REW
LEUCATION OF ANCIENT HEB
OHILDREN.
woucoh the Bible does not fix the prethe boy’s education’ is to
og

3 10 begin to learn the Bible,

DR. SCOTT'S ELE CTRIC
HAIR
BRUSH.
An Honest Remedy

.

© Miscellany.
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onmip can Sympathize with Woman.

po
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FRIDAY, JUNE 30.——Charles J. Guiteuu is
hanged at the United States jail in Washington
for the murder/of President Garfield. ——The
Cabinet
discusses the political assessments
question and the whole matter is referred to
the Attorney-General for am opinion.——The
trial of Walter and James Malley and Blanche
under the influence of a great demand, has
Douglass at New Haven, Conn., for the murder of Jennie Cramer closes with a verdict of gathered around itself .the ordinary departnot guilty. .
/
.
ments of a university,
These departments,
like the parent college, are housedgn stone.and
SATURDAY, JULY l.—~—The Harvard crew
the stately structures suggest that the Jearning,
won the race at New London yesterday by the
for whieh they exist, bas come to stay.
fastest actual time ever made by an eight-oared
It is
difficult to overestimaté the influence wielded
American
college
crew
over
a four mile
by the lawyer, the doctor, the engineer, the
course. The Yale crew was only three secteacher, the scholar, who returns irom these
onds behind.
The race was close and exciting
walls to bis home in Bulgaria, Syria, Arabia,
from
start
to “Anish.——There have been
and
Egypt. He left it a poor native boy ; he re3,597 business failures throughout the country
turns to wield the power of education among
during the past six months, with® liabilities of
the
illiterate; and never fails gratefully to
$50,000,000.——It is estimated that the decrease
remember and
eloquently to tell a story so full
in the public debt during the past month will
of honar to America.”— Observer.
amount to over $12,000,000.

ABROAD.
TUESDAY,
JUNE
over the « Egyptian

exandfia

is

nearly

Amberst College is financially prosperous.
Within the last year its funds bave been increased by abou
a quarter
t
of million dollars,
besides a subscription sufficient to rebuild
Walker Hall, destroyed by fire. The graduating class numbers 72.

27.——The
excitement
crisis continues;
Al-

deserted;

the

National

party
#re completing
the
coast
defences
and
have
brought
guns
to bear on
the
fidets in the harbor.——The President of Chili,
The Rev. Dr. Joseph Alder, who, at the age
in a message to Congress, intimates that the inof seventy-five has just retired from the presitervention of the United States in regard to
dency of the New York State Normal School
South American affairs is not wanted.
at Albany, has had a long and honored career
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28.——The Porte has
as an educator of youth.
He was, after being
issued ua new circular to the Powers reiteratgraduated at Union College, tor two years
ing his opposition to a conference on the Egyptutor in geometry and Latin at Princetown;
tian imbroglio.
There are now in the harbor
seventeen
years professor ofrhetoric and
of Alexandria thirty-two men-of-war and four
political economy at Williams College: five
more are daily expected. Ragheb Pacha says
years professor of mentaland moral philosophy
thirty thousand natives at Alexandria are | at Lafayette College:
six years president of
starving, and the question of their alleviation | Jefferson College, Penn.;
and fifieen years
will. be considered at a cabinet council to-day,
president of the Normal School at Albany.
Up to the present time nothing regarding the
“Mfrs,/G: W. Nye, wife of the principal of the
proceedings of the conference:
has been comWalnut Hill School, Cincinnati, was years ago
municated to the Porte.——The Spanish Sen-

ate has, by a vote of 116 to 59, adopted the bill

mia.———The United

States treaty with

of her old teacher.

““pofted from Constantinople that the conference on the Egyptian imbroglio regards armed

bill was further discussed in the British

esterday.
The reeent
report of M. de Lesseps on the Panama Canal
project. has been.approved by the stoekholders,

PY the Panama Railroad will be purchased by
the directors of the eanul compsny.
Congress.

Progress is making on the appro-

priation bills, but evidently Congress cannot
adjourn before the 20th of July.
.
;
"The
Benate on Thursday passed a bill to
abolish the Fort Abercrombie military reser-

vation.

The

committee

on elections” in

the

“House reported in favorof Smalls against Tillman in the S. C. contestéd Election case. The

Senate concurred in the House resolution mak-

ing temporary provision for the expenses of
the Goversment by continuing existing approriations until Juiy 15, but extended the time

bi July 20.

Both branches of Congress adjourned Friday
as a mark of respect to the memoryof Representative Hawk of Ill, who died suddenly
Thursday night.
Personal.

Annie Louise Cary
was married June 29 to
C. M. Raymond of
New York City by Rev. W.
H. Haskell at the residence of her sister, Mrs.
J. C. Merrill, in Portlapd, Me.

While in New

York, Herbert Spencer will

be the guest of Professor Youmans.
Senator Platt, of Connecticut, will spend the
suiimer with his family among the Adironacks.
Mrs. Fletcher Webster has presented to Mr.
G. F. Williams, of Boston, the armchair and
table used by -her illustrious father-in-law in
his Marshfield study.
Miscellaneons.

- Hanover College, Indiana, has conferred

, degree of LL.D. upon

Miss

ays,

* g

30 bright that we’d all be surprised.

But

was all; she did not like to talk.”

that

James B. Thompson, a well-known author
of mathematical works, living in Brooklyn,
has received the degree of LL. D. from the
Tennessee University.
|

the

Maria’ Mitchell,

the well-known professor of astronomy at V assar Callege.
The general yield of grain in Nebraska will
be reduced about four per cent by the late
storms in that State,
.
Two Chinamen were natoralized in Philadelphia.
There is no material change in the freight~
handlers’ strike at New York and Jersey City.
The strikers continue quiet and peaceful, und

neither party shows signs of yielding.

It is estimated that not less than 130 persons’
have been killed by the recent tornadoes in
Kansas, Missouri, Towa, Nebraska, Dakota

and Minnesota, and that the total amount of
~property destroyed will exceed $3,500,000. )
The log-book of
Lieutenant De Long
has
been
received by the Navy
De-

favorable for mental rest as well

as

prome-

sional men who have a predisposition to apoplexy
or mervous disordeis.
Persons of Jleisare who

bave wealth suflieient to render physical exertion

not be-

come
developed.
One prominent cause of (he
irailty of many of our young ladies is the fact that
they have grown up without using their muscles
enough to develoji’ them.
They have neither engaged in active sports nor in manual labor sufliciently to secure a good muscular development.
A vigorous muscular system well cared for isa
good guardian of the health and protects against
many common diseases.
SPRING

Many

BITTERS

persons

seem

Bitters

means

are

popularly

for effecting

THE

to the Society of Frie®#s'

' 4 #he

en-

dowment of the Friends” Scho! at's 2 vidence.
Frye fund.
The Yale nine'defeated the Princeton nine at
base-ball.
:

A class of fifty-four graded

from.

Brown

University, June 21, twelve of whom delivered
orations.
The sum of $30,000 has been subscribed for the renovation of University Hall,
which was used for barracks
during
the
Revolution.
.
Professor J. W. Wheeler of Bowdoin
College has been elected professor of Greek in the
University of Virginia.

regarded

the needed

as

the

suecessfully

tried again and

again.

Forty

Nature

quality, in which the inferior and impure spirit is
conipletely disguised.
The process is admirably

with

Some child of toil, who has grown

wiping the sweat

of the cheapest whisky

from his

brow, buys

which the market

a

Special

lot

ached

never so much as held a doctor’s stirrap or bi
He proclaims hirgaolt wo wav
a dactow'e hasta

H-takento

before.

is rendered more

fecble

do

whither

many

have gone

ail, and the most delicate stomach

will

For sale by all druggists, and E.
208 Pearl! St., New York.
[3
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to |

same

Science

and

Art.

Stratford, Conn., Aiken, 8. C., Bahia, Blanca
and Punta Arenas.
.
jena

M. Eugene Gillaume, the eminent sculptor,
succeeds the late M. Charles Blanc as Professor

of Aisthetics and Art History at the College of

France.
;
x
President Arthur was, a few days ago, the
recipient of a fine crayon portrait of himself,
presented to him by the
artist, a mulatto

woman.
Mrs. R.

H.

Dana

recently

purchased

in

Paris the fine portrait of Longfellow by the
artist Healy, which has for years: been the chief

ornament

of that

painter's

studio.

It

waswa

painted in Rome, during Mr. Longfellow's
visit there, and in it Mrs. Dana appears, a

bright-eyed little maiden with golden, tresses,’
peeping

over her father’s shoulder.

Mr. Clarence King,of the United

fine water-color
crossing,

by

of

torchlight,the

near Vicksburg.
fuithtul

tech

8

new

picture—a

the

Union Army

Big

Black River,

one

of

He considers
ita remarkably

representation

memorable scenes af

of

the war.

bread,cheese, cocoa, etc. to provide

their usual meals, at usual times. There was no
beer, spirits, or alcoholic drink in any form. 4
pound and a half of oatmeal and a half pound of
sugar was allowed to each man daily, and ‘to
every gangol twenty-one men a cook was told
off. The first thing done in the morning was to
) breakfast; and then the cook, with his cauldron,

started along the line till water was found conven

ient, amd a fire-place of stones built, and the pot
boiled. Oatmeal was then sprinkled into it with
sugar, and thoroughly well boiled.
The thirsty
men liked it exceedingly, and learned by experi.
ence the importance of having it well cooked.
Here is a very,old and well known agent, cheap
enough, and easily procured, capable of imparting
w
g power” better, probably, than anything
else, which is not employed to anything like the
extent it might be with advantage.—The Lancet,

(From

the

:

most

. Ex-Governor Leland Stanford has placed .in

his San Francisco home theart collections pur-

THIS AND THAT.
A corvegpondent of a Boston paper has found
an old ** peasant” on the south shore of Tong Is:
land, and has got him to tell how pleasant life is
there. “ But,” asked the correspondent, slapping
his face with his handkerchiet, * don’ you have a
great many mosquitoes avd sund-flies?” ** Ya-as,”
said
man, ** but then we sorter like them,”
‘“ How can that be?” * Waal, yoo see, we feel
80 kinder good when they go away.”

chased by him in Europe last year, comprising
30 pieces of statuary sud 181 ol paintings aud
water colors.

Among

the paintingsa

ull-

v

SONG.”

4

“ GEMS

OF

STRAUSS?

248 pages—S9 choicest Strauss waltzes,
“ GEMS

out Weil paia

OF

THE

pops, ete.

DANCE”

232 pages—80 most popular dance pegs.

And many othér collections,
plain; $2.50 cloth; $3 full gilt.

.

Pjoe each, §2
:
/
}

OLIVER DITSON & CO, Boston.
Hr

Mo

na

Sis

*

~ Brown's IRON BITTERS is
composed of Iron in soluble

form; Cinchona the great
tonic, together with other
‘standard remedies, making

Lgrd.

a remarkable non-alcoholic

all

tonic, which will cure Dyshea Indigestion, Malasia,
Jjeva

and

obi

time,

ef 5s

:
:
Are the Most Effectual Remedy i»
;

i
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PERMANENT

CURE
{
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st has it. If not, send to Dr.
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Your

prevent

SOFA

-

S

EP

PES

.

Affections.

a delicately-

ibd
beverage,
which
may
save us many
It 1s bythe Jidicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitut onmay be grad-

heavy doctors’ bills.

drug-
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BUTTER.
.
NORTHERN,
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760
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a

Louis.c.evee..

Corn Meal
¥ bbl.

.

N. Y. and Vermont, choice.

,

do,
do,
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CHEESE,
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full

weld9

fair to good. .
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COMMON assvsressvcesssnidd
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cream,
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pure
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Made simply with !'oiling water or milk,
Sold in tins, (only

ASI ALLL
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BARLOW'’S

INDIGO

Dr.

Warren’s

Wild

palliative

effect,

BLUE!

overcharged

glands

instead

of

merely

All preparations for that purpose should be

Your box of

with

the

regular

breaking-up-of-winter

throat,

hoarseness, and something of a cold on the lunge.
Iused
them for one Sunday myself, getticg
through three

services,

including

Sunday-schoo!

with singing, so much easier than usual, that}
was actually better thé next day instead of the
customary Monday throat and chest lamenesé.
For the next choir rehearsal I , Wstributed the

BOSTON LEAD MANFNG CO.
nw"

trogheg.to the members of the choir for the purpose of having them compared with

Office, 24 and 26 Oliver Street, Boston; Mags.

or confections as they had used.

CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS,

such

pastiles

The verdict up’

on them is unanimous in their faver, and now W°
all want more of them. I sincerely believe them

BRAND.”

PURE WHITE LEAD.

to be of the utmost valué to'those affeeted in any

way by temporary difficulties with the vocal or
gans, or more seriously afllicted by that most pro-

AND LITHARGE.

voking annoydnce, the catarrhal engorgement of
the mucous membrane,
Faithfally yours,

'

D. D. BISHOP, rector of St. John’s church, Do"

TIN and TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER,
&c.
D MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetts

ver, N. J.

Sarsaparilla Troches gentby mail for 25 cents:
Address AMERICAN MEDICINE CO., Manchester,
N.H. For sale by leading druggists. Geo. C.

BEATTY'’S Sam: 27 stops, $90.
ry

Nosbamon Asvooiiton in 1881, ~

Pianos

Factory
running
da
loghes free. dren Daniel jo
Washington, N. J.
25t10

Js

Lo

2% A box of Dr. Warren's Wild Cherry and

Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents,

17
16
11

Fair to good....
'
«9 @ 10
Common BKIMB.«uusssivernsssonoses
wel ®@
8B
Baus.
Bastern, ¢ doz. 19%c; N. Y. and Vermont, 1#¥e; Canada, 19)c; P. B. Island and
Nova Scotia I83c; Western, 18% @ 18c.
BEANS. Pea, Northern, H. P., # bu ,$3
90 8 4 00;
Pea, N. Y., H. P,8 90 3 00; Pea N. Y. common
to good
2 90 @ 860; Medium, shoice hand picked

that

tid Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches came (0
me just at the worst season for those who have
daily and exhausting vocal labors. It found me

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pres. WM. J. BRIDE, Treas.

RED LEAD

instead of a

‘tried by those tests and qualities.

Book Practical Life. § the
Komori
and Hilustrattone
A Ferme, addren
3, Crm UR SY £00 ATI pa

STAR

and

and musical conservatory to be a great desiders-

600 pp.’ Clear type, finest bin

¢ BOSTON

and

: tum.

uality and
Quantit
WAYS
For sale by Grocers,
D. WILTRERG
prietor,
233 North Second Street, Philadeiphin, Pa.
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of

throats, my own and other people’s. A troche that

len
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case

causing a temporary relaxation or stimulasation of
the membrane, 18 felt in every training school and

&
MORPHINE
|°
A Treatise on their
speedy
cure SENT FREE.
Dr. J.
FMAN,P.0.
Box 138,Chicago,

Ca

20

the

releases the
voice and restores the impaired
elasticity of the vocal cords by relieving the swol-

JAMES EPPS & CO,
Homamopathic Chemists, London, Eng,
Also Epps’ Chocolate
E ‘sence for Alwrmoon Tse;

8B
20

@
@

practice, still in

has a curative

1b. and 1b.) labeled.

@
@

@

American Medicine Co., Manchester, N. H.:—
While I never wrote a recommendation of -any
sort of prepared medicine and do not like the

choirs, etc., I have some knowledge of voices

Gazette.

24
2

|

15, 1882.

shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified w th

bleod,and a properly nourished {rame.”— Civil Ser-.
vice

25 @ 2

fairto
1
common..
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WESTERN.
Creamery,
Cho108....vovavsissvivesinsies
25
Do, air so go
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“24
DIrss C0108 soi urnse
ereenennd22
, fair to good....
ereresenanedd8

Ladle packed, 610108. +s 0s

370]

N. J., March

wally built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us, ready to attack wherever
thereis a weak point. We may escape many a fatal

700

@

Do fair
to good
.
Franklin County, fine,
BH.
Do
Do

67

8ST. JOAN'S RECTORY,
DOVER,

Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches I ought to tel!
you that they fully accomplish the purposes for
which they are employed. As an elocutionist, and
with considerable experience in the training of

26t37eo0

seal

Speakers,
Catarrhal

with

Troubled

laws

which govern the eperations of digestion and nue
trition, and by a careful
application of the fine
“properties of well selected Jocoa, Mr. Ep ps has

with

s

3
this paper.
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Those
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rovided our breakfast tables

Boston.

Interesting to Singers, Pubiic

m |

“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural

Kenne-

Indiana

Creamery choice. .

Meation

§

BOSTON, Saturdzy Morning, June 30, 1882,
FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS,
Western superfine. .eeecesvenencieennens 360@ 450
Common extras......
A450 @ 500
Wisconsin. ....ueues
enn
dT @ 600
Minnesota,
bakers. ..eeeviiiveniiinnnnn 700 @ 750
Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents. .... 17758 925
.
WINTER WHEATS, Ser
Patents, Choice... cevverinnni
nn 8750 @ 800
to good....
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The

$0 restore youthful color
to gray hair,

*

mailed free. Address If. ¥. THAYER & CO, 13

¥
"RS LE UL--CU> HPOR
PING,
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J

read and answered by a skillful female physician.
valuable pamphlet
Send stamp for answer.

consequences.
1GGIS
'e

dangerous

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

cy Market, Boston.

common

|

Pills. Names furnished upin applications In. dorsed and used by physicians.
Ladies fii the most refined circles of society

Fe
44

have accepted them as the best remedy fn nse for
:
:
wabli £5
2
i
i
ChronicW Saknesses,
,
singand publie
music,efficacy
voealcertain
Selt:
A Household Without Tarrant 's 5 Scltzer
ers,Many
xd teachers
witness ofto the
of Healy's
Aperient within reach lacks an important safe- Tonic Pills, in strengthening the muscles weakguard of health and life.
A few doses of this | ened by constant use, incidental to this’ class of
>
* for
izestion.
constipation
rofessionals.
ELS
|p Sold by Druggists or sent by mail upon receipt
standard re ody Tor indige He 1, cob Stipe mand
biliousness relieve every distressing symptom and
of¥pricé, $1 per box; six boxes $5.
tters arc

Boston Produce Report.
rted by HILTON BROS &.CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
8, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 3,

Pa ente,

T as divectad, never fai} to qure the most obstiTroubles and’
Ovarian
Misplacements,
pate
Chronic Weaknesses £0 common to the best of the
sex. Thousands of ladies all over the country
will bear witness to the curative virtue of the

|) R ol
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The Paxhets.
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prepared expressly for, and if used
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the Courier.)

No family should be without

Ohio...
Michiga

States Geo-

logical Survey, is traveling in Europe.
General Sherman has placed upon the wall

of his office in Washington

them bacon,

brought with

OF

260 pages—132 of Norway's songs, melodiey €i¢-

Joux K. Arrexoer.
wean

WORLD

/
/

277 palges—107 of Franz's best songs.
;
“NOBWAY
MUSIC ALBUM.Y

calledthe king of medicines.

Chloroform,

|

way before. Thé real trouble in the spring when
bitters are thought to be needed, is generally

men were hutted along the line, and

“

1 thought I would try Brown's Iron

oT:

130 best Scottist songs.

218 pages—94 choice scogs of popular style.
s
“FRANZ’S ALBUM OF SONG.”

Biers; Have now taken one bottle

“A BRAVE LADY.

than

road
the

t

OF 1 got no relief,

in side and A

OF SCOTTISH SONG.”

“ BEAUTIES OF SACRED SONG.”
208 pages—0 of the very best sacred songs. |

all out of my breast, and I have a
good appetite, and on gaining in
stren,
esh.
Itcan justly be

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid

for

keep them in the house,” * would, not be without |

drunkenness,

400 nages—over

Redicines and was treSaiegby rom.
paps, ins

;

best German Ons.

“GEMS

ck, an

st of songs.

OF GERMAN SONG.”
of the

216 pages—100

Son o Tins, and Joss, of _appecine ra
takes Seve
yeni

them for their weight in gold.” The explanation | She E ndures the Pain of
0 a Sevére
vere Sur=
is that he is becoming accustomed to the nse of | gical
Operation _ Without { Taking

the ‘stimulus of alcohol and is in the

“GEMS

eipndiey A
ailh Jase:
tended with great weakness, depres-:

us.

Mrs. Schoonmaker, of Creek Locks, Ulster
Co., N. Y., had the misfortune to entirely lose
caused by continuing the winter’s practice of ‘eatthe
sight of one of her eyes, through an acciing heartily after the weather has become warm,
dent, and endured painful inflammatory action
Rev. C. H. A. Bockley,D. D.,of Port Henry,
when less food is required.
Catling down the | therein for two long years; the other eye
N. Y., has been appointed professor of Logie,
food one third in amount would be better than
finally becoming sympathetically affected, her
Belles- Lettres Ee Rhetoric in Howard Unitaking bitters.
:
. genicral health seriously suffering; indeed she
versity, Washington, D. C.
a mere wreck, a walking
skeleton.
In
+o
The Girly’ Latin” School in Boston comthis terrible strait she ovine J Dr. David
menced four yedrs ngo-with a class of twentyKennedy, of Rondout, N. Y., who told her at
HOW TO BECOME STRONG MEN,
eight and now has 140 pupils.
The course’ reonce that the injured eye must be removed.
Ia
the
summer
of
1872
it
was
netessary
to
shift
sembles closely that of the boys’ school.
She quietly but firmly said: ‘‘ All right, docthe rails on upwards ot 500 miles of permanent
tor, but don’t give me chloroform.
Let my
Robert Ould and. Paul H. Hayne have
reway on the Great Western line from the broad to husband sit by my side during the operation,
ceived each the honorary degree of LL. D.
to the narrow gduge, and there was only a fort
and I will A Hi, ery out nor gtir.* The work
from Washington and Lee University.
was done, and the poor woman kept her word,
night to do it in.,. The work to be got through was
Talk
of soldierly courage! This showed greatThe Rev. Dr. Robert Cruikshank has resige-’ enormous. About 3,000. men were employed, and
o the presidency of Highland
University, they worked double time, sometimes from four in er pluck than it takes to face a hundred guns.
AnSas.
. ‘| the morning till nine at night® Not a soul was - To restore her general health and give tone
and strength to the system, Dr. Kennedy “then
The seventh session of the Sauveur” College
sick, sorry, or drunk, and the work was accomgave the * Favorite Remedy,” which cleansed
of Languages will be held at Amherst College,
the blood and imparted new life to the Joug
plished within a fortnight.
commencing on Tuesday, July 11, and conShe rapidly gained healt!
What was the extraordinary support of this suffering woman.
tinuing six weeks.
i
wonderful spurt of muscular energy? Weak oat- and strength, and is now well.. The ‘ Favormeal gruel. To spare every ounce of strength the ite Remedy” is a priceless blessing to women.
Two German expeditions will go to American stations to observe the transit of Venus in
December.
Observations will
be taken at

pain in my side an

yl

York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be ised, and with more benefit
secured to the patient
hy a single
i
I
teaspoonful
of |

puri

without the bitters,” * must

“GEMS OF ENGLISH SOG.”
80 choice

258 pagea—over

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY"
+ Approved by the Academy of Médicine of New

As a'consequence the victim {Eels that |

he is unable “to

&

sold

sent

Re —

OF ALL

they do not have any suth effect. The Dlaat-is
rendered less pure by their use. The alcohol in.
terferes with the digestion of food to such an_ex=
tent that the system

Johnson
have

you

s of Sheet Musig

By getting one

Mansfield, Ohio, Nov. 26, 1881,
Gentlemen |<] have suffered with

My wif had been an invalid for years, but these
Bitters haye cured her. ”--Price 20 ets. per bottle.

Modocs and Apaches, and distributes his diluted
tinctures to such amiable fcels as will give him
Many
certificates.”
* celebrated bitters” have

PO TOPNE Pl SON [08
.
or-any-othertimeisfoolishness:
any-othert

Henry,

Bitters

in my familyfor over {acRaP IA thE Whee

the

from

to

In- Elegant Bound Volumes.

according to directions.

Par

Oat,

Ohio.—~We™

Mandrake

To secure Rice, apply early. Addreg
C,C.
DON,
neipal,

Useful and Inexpensive for the Summer
Of al}
Grades and Style

bottle of Brown’ IroN BitTERS, and taking it regularly

those
They
give universal satisfaction. Send us twelve dozen
forthwith.
J. WERTS & SON.
The Rev. Chas. E. Piper, of Wakefield, R. I.,
writes: “I have used Baxter's Mandrake Rittony

Baxter's

finds at hand. He gives the concoction a. distinc.
tive name and calls himself ‘Doctor,’ though he has
procured

Telegram

Freedomwille,

affords

and steeps in it one or more bitter herbs, which he

nopolist of a wonderful herb,

How?

Years’ Experience of an Old Nurdé,

Sold

weary

® hous

One Cent 2 Page

you can change it if you
choose.
Po

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP is the pre.
Cription of one of the best female physicians and
nurses in the United States, and has been used
for forty years withn ever failing success by mal.
lions of mothers for their children.
It relieves the
child from pam, cures dysentery and diarrhoea,
griping in the Mowels and wind colic.
By giving
health to the child it ‘rests the mother.
Price 25
cents a bottle.
:
a2

has

Spon

cooking au

you

wouldn't

thing, and no one but yourself can find fault, but if you
are tired of that kind of life,

use-

Send to 931 Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa.

old arts.
#124

You can continue feeling
miserable and good for no-

Dr. Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer is the marvel
of the age for all Nerve Diseases.
All fits stopped,

fiee.

LASSELL SEMINARY, xc:
ris.Good board, Teaches

been
i
E

FOR LESS THAN

medi-

as

To, Consumptives.—Man
have
havpy to give their testimony in Y
of ** Wilbor’s Pure ('od- Liver Oil favor of t
and
Periente has proved it to be A valuable Fri
remed
nsumption, Asthma, Dip
-€8 of the Throat and Lungs,
by A. B. WILBOR, Chentist,
druggists.
:
:

Suaw

rather feel fresh and strong? -

Sarsa-

so

Rye

avoid sickness.

pains,

and

It is so highly

I have a baby at breast nothing is

$9;

“worn out, instead of aches

‘

Lydia E. Pinkbam's Vegetable Compound
is a
remarkable remedy for all those painful complaints
and weaknesses s0 commen to our best female
vopulation.
Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, 233
Vestern Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets,

has been lavish in he: distribution of bitter plants.
They abound everywhere. * * * There is no
product of thestill too vile to make bitters of the first

simple.

health and

It is now announced that coffee-grounds are a
great fertilizer, but hotel-keepers are info; med
in
the sume breath that they must not be steeped
over more than three times before being used
on
the land.

inferier spirits, und nothing so muck as alco
1,
good or bad in quality, disguises the nature of
a
vegetable bitter. The veriest fool can mauufac-

been

purifying the blood.

Hay

Instead of feeling tired and

ker's Ginger Tonic. It prevents bowel complaint
s,
and is better than any stimulant to give swength
and appetite-——A Newark Mother.

und

bitters—an experiment which

H.—ilood’s

ful in quieting my own and baby’s nerves

much asa vegetable bitter Hisguises the quality of

medicine

A man living near Burlington, Vt., recently got
divorced trom his wite, whom he now employs
as hired gil, but he can’t see what he gains by the
She demands three dollars a week, the
operation.
washing sent out, three nights and an afternoon

When

accordingly their use at that season is quite extensive.
Patent medicine bitters have quite a large
sale in spring.
Their method of production is thus
described by Dr. Henry
Gibbiss of California.
“In the concoction of the various kinds of bite
Nothing so
ters, there is little else than fraud.

ture

medi.

;

concentrated that it is the most economical
cine for this purpose that can be used.

proper

purification

other

Swale

SEEK

tonic,

bliss, is maintained by the judicious use of Ayer's
Sarsaparilla which strengthens and invigorates

purifying.

S1C SEMPER TYRANNIS — Thus always to ty.
rants,” says Virginia upon her coat-of arms, and
with this motto i8 & vigorous form with his foot
jength
riraits of Mrs. Stanford, b: hy
| upon a prostrate _usurper,
Fitting’ device and
land Stanford, J r.,by Carolus: puran. § motto
and o
for Hunt's Remedy.
Thus
does ic tread
down usurping diseases, and thus does it speak to
"The star nearést us, Alpha Centauri, is at a
ailments that baffle the skill of the medical profes.
distance
210,000 greater than that which
sepasion. There are no diseases so bold, yet so insidirates the'éarth from the sun.
ous and dangerous, and at the same’ time persis:
nize the authority of the Bishop.
tent and maliiform in manifestations, as the disEi¥S.lil:
hm
VES
i 4 AE
eases of tne kidneys and liver. And yet here is
Bortant firmsof
Moscow have formed & syndithe domain of Huns Remedy.
(Nashville Daily News.)
The experience
for the promotion of cotton cultivation
of thousands proves that it does all that is claimed
in Central Asia.’ They
TERRIBLE,
:
to
|
for
it,
effects
cures
of
cases
thut
have
been hopecan ex
to por PR bi the —
Such is the term Mr. C. W. Purcell, of the Naless, und turns deepair into Jot. Yes, it sets Te
tional Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill, a flies to his suf
ring] next annual
:
foot upon the tyrant, kidney disease, and cries out
ferings. He says: 1, for one, wish
to speak a to the world,
Sic Semper Tyrunnis.
of
praise for 8t. Jacobs Oil. I suffered with
lic will be beld
at
Denver, &word
pain in my. shoulder and arm for some six
er, 1883, the date to
be Honibs, and attimes it was terrible, One bottle of
Pork is about three times as ¢1stly an article of
St, Jacobs Oil, however, cured me thoroughly.
food as eggs; and, beyond that, is less healthful,

partment,
containing
‘a
sad
description
of the suffering, starvation and death
of
the little band of explorers.—Russia has
8
the number of recruits for her army and
navy for 1832 at 212.000.——Some of the Episcopal churches in Milwaokee refuse to recog-

it gives them new life and vigor when

cines fail entirely.— Ohio Farmer.

#14;

care of health, manners

|.

"Unless it had great merit Parker's Ginger Tonic
could not be su popular.
Its sale has rapidly
spread all over this country, because invalids find

the system by

BLOOD.

needs

bidod

any pro-

Health, the poof man’s riches, and the rich man’s

to think that with the recur-

the

rence of the Spting

FOR

Mrs, Ella J. Wheeler of Baston#5 given
$30,000

students.

rown’s Iron Bitters.

@

the

* What a fine, protuberant forehead your baby
has, Mrs. Jones! Did he get it from his father?”
** No,’ replied Mrs. Jones; * he goi it from a fall
down stairs.”

in the form of active sports or work of some kind.

will

than

$12

An eminent physician of large practice says,
“I have examined the formula from which
Adamson’s Botanic Balsam is prepared, and
can recommend it as a safe and reliable reme»
dy for Coughs and Coids.”

Dr. Franklin. Exercise is needful to the wealthy
to enable them to derive the most enjoyment from
existence. Children need physical exercise either
muscles must be used or they

enriches

A sure and reliable

Mrs. Clement, of Frankiin, N.
parilla, made in Lowell, Mass.

unnecessary to gain-a livelihood, nome the less,
need active exercise to keep them from rusting
out.
* Sloth like rust consumes faster than labor
wears, while the used key is always bright,” says

Their

agents.”

off, and the privilege of having company in the
kitchen, and now threatens to leave if he loes not
introduce into the house all the modern improve:
ments,
Are you Bilious? Try the remedy that cured

tive of physical health generally. Especially valuable is daily out-door exercise for those profes-

ty the blood, they certainly fail of their object,

shows 225

priety medicine made.

garden are all beveficial.
The muscles are
brouglt into astion, the blood is drawn from the
brain and nervous system to the active muscies,
while the mind is pleasantly occupied—a condition

had such inauspicious beginnings.
DOSING : WITH BITTERS A FOOLISH AND HURTFUL PRACTICE.
The practice of dosing with bitters in the spring

last-catalogue

-More universally recommended

al man, who can, should make arrangements to
have during the summer a small garden under his
care where Le can do the work himself.
Pruning
and caring for fivit trees, spading and hoeing ani
the various kinds of work incident to the care of u

most

and

Bitters.

blood, as Wheat

#218 #22; Good #I1x a 821; Five $15 @$17;

Poor

choice 2183819; Rye Straw common to good $16 @
$17; Oat Straw $9.
.
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POULTRY & GAME. Western—Turkeyvs, choice22
@ 23¢; fair
to good, 20.a 2c: Chickens, choice 22
@ 23¢; Fair to good; 2) a 21; Northern—Turkeys,
choice 28 @ 2c; kaw to zood, 2! @.22c; Chickens,
23 @ 25c; Fam to good,20 a 22¢; Live fowl 12 & 150.

has suggested that when men break
it is all the same as when a lobster
of his claws, another sprouting immegrowing in its place.

Nothing so vitalizes, purifies

active physical exercise daily in order to maintgin

the system in a vigorous condition. Professional
men especially, need active out-door exercise, for
at least a short time each day. Every profession-

The Western University of Pennsylvania,
which has been located at Pittsburg for sixtythree years, has sold. its property
to the
county and removed to Alleghany, taking
along
a money endowment of $300,000.
The

It is to be known as.the Elizabeth

The bill to abolish the stamp tax on matches, checks and medicines; to repeal the tax on
deposits of banks and bankers; to reduce the
special tax on dealers in tobacco; and to reduce the tax on cigars from $6 to $4 per tliousand, has passed the House by 48 majority.
This will, if it becomes a law, reduce the revenue about $27,000,000.
In the Senate bills
have been passed allowing to the widows of
the late Messrs. Hurlbut and Kilpatrick, U. S.
Ministers, the balance of one year’s salary.
The subject of imprisonment of American citizens in British prisons was; discussed in the
House.
Other bills were reported, but no ac-

tion taken,

* She wss,” sf

edate, dignified lady, with a thoughtfal face.’
She would sit for hours with her head on her
band 2nd her elbow on her knee,
e,
as though
she was dreaming, never neticing what was
going on about her, and we pupils were always
a fraid to interrupt her. She was veveF talkative, her onl
wish being to sit inthe corner
and think. Very often, when she had for a
long time seemed to pay no attentbn to our
conversation, she’d bresk
in with a remark

has been ratided.
The United States will have
a Minister and Consul-General besides Consuls
in Corea.
FR1DAY, JUNE 30.—Eieven persons were
rowned at the mouth of the Tyne.——It is re-

sion

Harriet

Stowe at
ane Seminary, and retains ®Beecher
#7v,
€sollection

Corea

intervention necessary, aad hys also agreed
that it is necessary to remove Arabi Pacha.
He is, however, about to proceed to Constantinople to thank the Sultan for the honors already bestowed upon him. Dervisch Pacha
has issued a proclamation at Alexandria,
promising the people that public security will
not be further disturbed.
SATURDAY, JULY 1.——The Irish repres-

of Mrs.

x

reducing the customs tariff,
THURSDAY,
JUNE
29.——The
Sultan
of
Turkey contemplates issuing a firman granting to Jewish refugees from Russia fertile
tracts of land in North Syria and Mesopota-
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us feel young
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The Hon. William Walter Phelps, on his
return from a recent visit to the East, gave to
the Government the following testimony
to
the influence of American Education in developing among the Oriental nations a high re=
gard for our own country and everything that
bears its name :
!
‘‘ Among the influences which have. produced a sentiment so marked and so flattering
I must place first the education
given by
the American colleges and the character and
labors of the American missionary. On the
most conspicuous site on the Bosphorus stands
Robert College, and on a rocky point, seen by
the mariner long before the minarets
and
roofs ‘of the surrounding city of Beirut, stands
the Syrian Protestant College. Both institutions are founded by American munificence;
aud no youth who seeks here a liberal education fails to recognize -that the privilege of
library, dormitory, lecture and
class-room,
grounds and hall, is the unselfish gift of Western philanthropy.
The college of
Beirut,

dies suddenly in Washington of

apoplexy, - aged
forty-three. years.——The
President nominates Hezekiah G. Wells of
Mich. , James Harlan of Iowa and Asa French
of Mass. to be members of the court of Alabuma claims, Mr. Wells to be the presiding
judge.——Guiteau dictates his will in jail,
takes farewell of his brother and sister, aud his
counsel, Mr. Reed.
He gives hissbody to Dr.
Hicks, also his books and papers to be used in
preparing a biography.——The Vermont Democrats in State convention at Montpelier nomi-

1

again, bouyant and vigorous.

Colleges.

coarse

diseases, and have been amply satistied that it is a
valuable addition
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HAY AND STRAW. Northern and Eastern—Choice

Valuable Medicine.
DR. W. H. PARMELEE, Toledo, O., says: “I
have prescribed the ‘acid’ in a large variety of

system. The old and effete matter is worked away
and fresh supplies of new and vigorous material
furnished for the renewing of the system.
This
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Ber.
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Oriental

Northern sliced

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate.

blood, driving itin Swift currents throughout the

115;

5c; Southern, sliced 5 @ 8; New York,
quarter.
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Eastern
avd Northern,
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sentence is passed ?” “No, your honor,” rephed the
prisoner; “my lawyer took my last cent!”

tissues and making them strong and healthy.
‘Muscular exercise promotes the circulation of the

renewing of the systemis whatmakes
Two

* Have you,” asked the judge of a recently=convicted man, * anything
to offer the. court before

ticles, removes them and new particles, fresh.fiom
the blood, take their places, thus venewing the

Peerless 1 10a

[da ¥ bbl. 700 @ 7 50c; Southern, ¥ bbl.
£00 @
)
DRIED APPLES. Southern, quartered, ¥ bdX @

dy, commended by thé best physicians.

LL

carried Tuesday by 30,000 majority.
iy
THURSDAY,
JUNE 29.——By an accident on
s'the Long Branch Railroad at Parker’s Creek,
. N. J.y yesterday morning, three persons were
killed, four or tive badly wounded and nearly
eighty slightly injured.
General Grant, who
was on the train, was slightly bruised on “the
knee.——Congressman Hawk of the fifth Illi-

Manual labor in moderate amount is promotive
of health. We are all endowed with an elaborate
system of muscles which require daily exercife to
“keep themin a vigorous condition. Using a muscle strengthens il. Use wears oul some of its par-
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Healy’s Vegetable Tonic Pills contain the active
principle of Black Cohosh, a valuable uterine reme-

OF HEALTH,

D. LOTHROP & CO., Pubs
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Canada, choice, # bu $1158 1 20; Canada, common 9 @ 101; Green Peas, Northern$1 20
6 81
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- Philadelphia for Governor.——The prohibitory

LABOR

trouble
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28.——Postmaster-(ieneral Howe is opposed to any reduction on letter postage, but favors the total ‘abolition of
newspaper
postage.—— The
Pennsylvania

Robert

Alma

Pendexter, Albert D. Dodge,George B. Woodbury.
.
Fi invitation was presented by the Trustees
of the Institute inviting the: Association to
nominate ene from their number each year to
be acted upon by the Trustees for acceptance
or rejection whenever vacancies occur in the
‘board, until'the Alumni representation shall
number one-fourth that board. - The invitation
was accepted and Rev. A. T. Salley Nominated.

REYNOLDS, M. D.

at the

12me, c'oth,

te instr,
force which must commend it terest
to a wide re; & mop|

oe

Treasurer, J. H. Williamson ; Ex. Cor.

MANUAL

Bald-headed
men take a joke: more
cause they are not
through the hair,

HESBA STRETTON.

a

and the following officers chosen for the ensuingjyear: President, R. F. Johonnett; VicePresidents, same as previous year with F. H.
Nickerson from the class of ’82; Sec. and

W. Ladd and T. H. Murch for members of Con-

nominate

- BY HENRY

and Alumna Association of Maine Central
Institute was held at Pittsfield, Me., June 22,

the sen-

tence.——The
Maine Democrats renominate
Harris M. Plaisted for Governor and nominate Gen. S. J. Anderson, D. H. Thing Geo.

Democrats

Alumni
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TUESDAY, JUNE 27.——The President informs a brother of Guiteau tbat there will be

Central
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AT HOME.

>

Intelligent Servant (to caller): * She's gone to
’Urup, mum—to pass the summer, mum.” Caller:
‘‘ Indeed! When will
she return?” Servant:
** Well,
1 don’t know, mum; but if you’ll wait a
minis, PII 20 right up-stairs and ask her.” .

i
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